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Abstract 
 

Celebrity is often researched as a site of religious meanings. Today’s celebrity is             

highly generated by new media. One of the most famous categories of new media              

celebrities is that of beauty gurus. Beauty gurus are YouTube content creators that             

offer instructional content on beauty, by mainly uploading makeup tutorials, makeup           

transformations, and beauty product reviews. 

 

Intrigued by the “guru” title of beauty YouTubers, which is a term usually used to               

indicate a sacred, spiritual figure in the asian religious traditions, the researcher            

decided to trace the characteristics that this newly emergent branch of Internet            

celebrities has, and then review the ways in which the sacred can be defined, in               

order to see whether the activity of these new gurus has any sacred meanings to               

offer. 

 

Of course, in order to see if there are any sacred meanings in the performance of                

beauty gurus, one would firstly need to define what the sacred is. This thesis,              

therefore, takes a cultural sociological approach towards the sacred, approaching          

the term as a meaning-making notion, constructed culturally and socially. 

 

This thesis finally looks at the case of Jeffree Star, the second most subscribed to               

beauty guru of the English speaking world, who has around fifteen million            

subscribers to his channel. The question that it aims to answer is whether there are               

any elements relating to the sacred in his performance, and in the performance of              

beauty gurus more generally. The answer of such a question is important for the              
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research in religious studies, because it will shed light on what the contemporary,             

post-secular Western world values in terms of spirituality and religion, and it will also              

highlight the importance of popular culture as a space that can reveal a lot on the                

most prominent (religious) attitudes of today’s society. 
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Introduction 

i. Background & context 

 

Popular Culture is often researched as a space where religious meanings emerge.            

According to Christopher Partridge, “some forms of popular culture can function in            

ways that are implicitly or even explicitly religious” (Partridge 2009, 523). Religion is             

here defined as “a unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred things,              

things set apart and forbidden” (Durkheim and Fields 1995, xxxii). However, the vast             

majority of works on popular culture and religion focus on the popular culture that              

has emerged in traditional media, and much less on that of new media. 

 

But, in a world that is dominated by social media, it is really important for the field of                  

religion and popular culture to expand into researching the religious aspects of            

celebrity in the new media, in order to remain relevant. A very large community that               

has emerged in social media is the YouTube beauty community. This community            

consists of “beauty gurus” and those subscribed to them, and it is highly             

participatory, through the interaction options that YouTube offers. Beauty Gurus are           

people who regularly upload videos on their channels, through which they offer            

advice to other YouTube users on the topics of beauty, fashion and daily life. They               

had been officially categorised as “gurus” until 2015 by the YouTube algorithm            

(Garcia-Rapp 2016). Some of them have millions of subscribers, often exceeding the            

social media popularity of mainstream media celebrities (Ault 2014). 

 

In the same way that a spiritual guru leads their followers through their path of               

enlightenment, beauty gurus lead their followers in their journey of pursuing beauty.            

The use of the term “guru” can have a double reading. On the one hand, it indicates                 

how the religious or spiritual discourse is used by YouTube and beauty companies             
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as a marketing tool, highlighting how commodified our era is (Carrette and King             

2005). On the other hand, it indicates celebrities that could indeed be relevant to              

serving a religious, meaning-making purpose relating to the sacred, by embodying           

these values. What one should bear in mind in order to understand this is that, while                

the beauty industry once was a place where the beauty ideal excluded homosexuals             

and dark-skinned people (Onyiorah 2018), today we witness beauty gurus preaching           

diversity, and striving for an inclusive beauty world. 

 

ii. Approach of this thesis 

 

Due to the limited nature of this empirical research, the purpose of which is to               

complement the literature review of this thesis, the researcher chose to focus on             

three videos coming from only one beauty guru, Jeffree Star, who is the second most               

subscribed to beauty guru of the English speaking world, having around 15 million             

subscribers at the moment. 

 

In order to analyse them, the researcher will use the theoretical framework of the              

sacred as it has been developed by cultural sociology, and mainly as that is              

presented by Gordon Lynch. According to Lynch, “Sacred forms are specific,           

historically contingent, instances of the sacred. Sacred forms are constituted by           

constellations of particular sacred symbols, thought/discourse, emotions and actions         

which recursively reproduce the sacrality of that sacred form and draw together            

groups who share these discourses, sentiments and practices” (Lynch 2012, 47).           

Another theoretical tool will be Birgit Meyer’s concept of “sensational forms”. The            

chosen videos will be analysed as sensational forms mediating a sacred           

performance, which is becoming sacred because it facilitates meaning-making for          

the performer, as well as for the viewer. 
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This way, the researcher will try to showcase that there are significant sacred             

meanings that can be found in YouTube’s beauty videos, in this large part of today’s               

popular culture, and that can inform us on what the contemporary, post-secular            

society values in terms of spirituality and religion. 

 

iii. Methodology 

 

The researcher wants to prove that in Star’s videos there are several performance             

elements that are becoming set apart, in the sense that they relate to an effort to                

exceed and break free of the mundane self, in order to reach what the ultimate               

popular culture “guru”, Oprah Winfrey, has established as “the best self”, and “the             

best life”. The researcher will try to do this by limiting herself to looking at only three                 

videos of the particular guru, in order to analyse them in detail within the given time.                

In order for this to happen, the qualitative method of digital ethnography will be used.               

As Varis has put it, digital ethnography is not concerned with analysing a lot of data,                

but rather with analysing manageable amounts of data very carefully (Varis 2016).            

The research question that the empirical research will therefore try to answer is:  

“What sacred dimensions can be derived from the performance of a beauty guru in a               

mediated celebrity culture environment?”. In order for this research question to be            

answered, the researcher firstly needs to answer two sub-questions. These          

sub-questions are 1) What is a beauty guru? 2) How can the concept of the sacred                

be defined in the current mediated celebrity culture? 

 

iv. Presenting the case: Who is Jeffree Star? 

 

It would be unfair to claim that Star’s second position in the popularity ranking of the                

YouTube beauty genre makes him unworthy of attention. On the contrary, Jeffree            

Star has been affiliated with beauty and social media for way longer than most of his                

fellow beauty gurus. Star rose to fame in mid-2000s through Myspace, a social             
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media platform of the 2000’s, which was mainly targeted towards musicians and            

artists. In 2006, Star had the world’s largest following on the site. His Myspace fame               

earned him an actual music career. He toured the world several times, and in 2010               

he signed a record deal with Akon’s label, Konvict Music, having been characterized             

as the “next Lady GaGa” by Akon himself (Bose 2010). 

 

Star was born in the broader area of Los Angeles, and he moved to the city of Los                  

Angeles at the age of 17. There, he really grew as one of the “it” kids of the city. His                    

frequent visits to night-clubs in his uncanny style of dress and makeup earned him              

celebrity friends who asked to have their makeup done by him. This way, he ended               

up doing makeup for photoshoots and video-clips, alongside pursuing several          

modelling jobs. This is how Star’s professional affiliation with beauty started. 

 

Today, Star has become a YouTube phenomenon. It is remarkable that in 2018, he              

was the only beauty guru listed in the Forbes list of the highest paid YouTubers,               

having a net income of 18 million dollars (Berg & Robehmed 2018). He was led to                

this success thanks to his very high following on the platform, as well as to his                

entrepreneurial endeavours. In 2014, Star founded his cosmetics brand “Jeffree Star           

Cosmetics”. In his own words, “my brand is for anyone who’s fearless enough to be               

their own person. Let’s inspire each other to stay true to who we are and have fun                 

doing it. It’s been a dream of mine since I discovered my first lipstick, to create and                 

own my very own brand” (Thompson 2017). Indeed, Star is a big believer in the               

transformative power of makeup, and in its artsy dynamic. His company has been             

among the sponsors of RuPaul’s DragCon since 2016. 

 

Star was born a male, however he finds the concept gender very limiting. He              

allegedly does not like labels, and he has been very open about it, saying “I’m just                

Jeffree”, whenever asked. He has been in a relationship with with his boyfriend,             

Nathan, since 2015. Together they own a mansion in Calabasas, California, where            

they live with their six dogs.  
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All of the above reasons make Jeffree Star a very interesting new media “guru” case,               

since he is so different to the guru examples that derive from the field of religion. The                 

researcher therefore decided that it would be definitely interesting to focus on            

investigating the potential religious function of such a persona, and this is exactly             

what this thesis is dedicated in doing. 

 

v. Chapter outline 

 

This thesis is structured in four chapters. The first chapter aims at investigating the              

characteristics of new media celebrity, and more specifically, of being a beauty guru.             

The second chapter will focus on analysing the concept of the sacred and on              

reviewing the approach that the world today takes towards it. Then, it will showcase              

how that is reflected on the work of celebrity gurus. The third chapter will discuss in                

detail the methodology that the empirical research of Jeffree Star’s videos followed.            

Finally, the fourth chapter will present the findings of the research, and it will discuss               

what they show for the concept of the sacred in the era that we live in. 
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Chapter 1 

Celebrity in the age of beauty gurus 

Introduction 

 

Since this thesis is particularly interested in how the work of the Internet celebrity              

and popular culture icon Jeffree Star can invoke particular sacred meanings, it would             

be wise to firstly discuss the concepts of popular culture and celebrity. This chapter,              

therefore, aims at introducing the specific characteristics of celebrity in the age of             

digital media, and mainly of celebrity on YouTube, through discussing the work of             

beauty gurus. 

 

1.1. (Popular) Culture as a space where religious meanings can emerge 

 

Although, in this thesis, religion is defined in the Durkheimian sense, as “a unified              

system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred things, that is to say, things set               

apart and forbidden” (Durkheim and Fields 1995, xxxii), it would be interesting to             

begin this chapter on celebrity culture by giving another definition of religion, that of              

Paul Tillich. Tillich defines religion as “ultimate concern”. In his own words, “religion             

as ultimate concern is the meaning-giving substance of culture, and culture is the             

totality of forms in which the basic concern of religion expresses itself” (Tillich 1959,              

42). This approach on the essence of religion presents culture as the main location              

for the emergence of religious meanings. But here, we have to deal with another              

concept, that of culture, which is extremely broad and its definitions are many and              

conflicting. What kind of culture was Tillich talking about exactly? The academic            

world of religion tried to answer this question several times. According to Gordon             

Lynch, “Tillich’s understanding of the religious basis of culture has prompted a            
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number of theologians and religious scholars to think in more depth about the             

religious significance of contemporary culture beyond the boundaries of the Church           

or other religious institutions” (Lynch 2005, 30). 

 

Popular culture takes up a big portion of contemporary culture. In his essay “Notes              

on deconstructing the popular”, the famous cultural studies theorist Stuart Hall,           

stressing the pre-mentioned difficulty of a sufficient definition for culture, writes: “I            

have almost as many problems with ‘popular’ as I have with ‘culture’. When you put               

the two terms together the difficulties can be pretty horrendous” (Hall 1989, 442).             

The reasons for Hall’s suspiciousness on the term “popular culture” become           

apparent when one realises that popular culture is rarely defined as a category of its               

own. On the contrary, it is defined “in contrast to other conceptual categories: folk              

culture, mass culture, dominant culture, working-class culture, etc” (Storey 2001, 1).           

Popular culture is also often defined as the opposite to high-brow culture. This thesis              

understands popular culture as it has been defined by Gordon Lynch. According to             

him, popular culture is “the shared environment, practices, and resources of           

everyday life” (Lynch 2005, 14).  

 

Discussing religion and popular culture, Christopher Partridge has supported that          

“some forms of popular culture can function in ways that are implicitly or even              

explicitly religious” (Partridge 2009, 523). Talking about the importance of the study            

of popular culture, he formulates a fresher understanding of the point made earlier by              

Tillich: “The study of popular culture and the sacred can help us to understand              

something about ourselves, our values and our beliefs” (Partridge 2009, 515). 

 

1.2. Celebrity as a norm in popular culture 

 

If popular culture is the culture of the everyday, and there are religious meanings that               

can be found in it, then one has to ask themself what “the everyday” entails in terms                 
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of religion, especially in our media-centered world. An easy approach to do this is to               

think of what the common elements between popular culture in the past, and popular              

culture now, are. From the golden age of Hollywood and rock n’ roll, to reality TV,                

and then to the era of social media, one thing has remained unchangeable through              

the years: the role of celebrities. According to Graeme Turner, “the exorbitance of             

celebrity’s contemporary cultural visibility is unprecedented, and the role that the           

celebrity plays across many aspects of the cultural field has certainly expanded and             

multiplied in recent years” (Turner 2004, p.3). The potential religious functions of            

popular culture will, in this thesis, mainly be traced in the performance of specific              

celebrities. But, in order for this to happen, it is firstly important to understand how               

celebrity has historically been understood, and what constitutes a celebrity in the age             

of digital media. 

 

1.2.1. Definitions of celebrity 

 

Even though religion and popular culture are concepts whose definitions can vary            

and can be strongly debated on, there seems to be much more little space for               

controversy when it comes to the definition of celebrity. “The celebrity is a person              

who is well-known for their well-knownness”, as what the most classic definition of             

celebrity suggests (Boorstin 1971, 58). In the same spirit, Luckhurst and Moody            

define celebrity as “the condition of being much talked about” (Luckhurst and Moody             

2005, 1). Ferris takes this definition one step further, by suggesting that when we talk               

about celebrity, we talk about “the experience of being recognized by far more             

people than one can recognize back” (Ferris 2010, 393). These definitions link            

celebrity to fame. It becomes, thus, apparent that celebrity presupposes some kind            

of fame. Christine Geraghty takes this for granted when defining the celebrity as             

“someone whose fame rests overwhelmingly on what happens outside the sphere of            

their work, and who is famous for having a lifestyle” (Geraghty 2000, 187). Lifestyle              

is probably what Chris Rojek had also in mind when he formulated his own definition               
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of celebrity, according to which celebrity is “the attribution of glamorous or notorious             

status to an individual within the public sphere” (Rojek 2001, 10). 

 

But Rojek’s definition of celebrity does not stop there. He continues by saying that              

celebrities are “cultural formulations” (Rojek 2001, 10). This is a point which Graeme             

Turner confirms with his own definition of celebrity: “Celebrity is a genre of             

representation and a discursive effect”, he says. “It is a commodity traded by the              

promotions, publicity, and media industries that produce these representations and          

their effects; and it is a cultural formation that has a social function we can better                

understand” (Turner 2004, 9). Indeed, celebrity is essentially a modern phenomenon,           

intensified by the workings of the media industry. This is proven by the fact that the                

emergence of celebrity is linked with specific modern historical developments, like           

“the democratization of society, the decline in organized religion and the           

commodification of everyday life” (Rojek 2001, 13). 

 

1.2.2. Celebrity in traditional & digital media 

 

Treating celebrities like cultural fabrications manufactured by the media industry, in           

order to be consumed by the audience, has a solid base when one discusses              

traditional media celebrities. Indeed, the product of traditional celebrity is          

manufactured by the media industry, with the help of specialists like image-makers,            

managers, agents and other professionals (Abidin 2018, 3). However, such a term            

as “fabrication” does not directly apply when one discusses digital media celebrities. 

 

If celebrity has historically been linked to media like television and cinema, then what              

does this phenomenon look like in our age, which has witnessed the digitization of              

most (if not all) media, and which has seen the emergence of new media, among               

which are the so-called “social media”? Alice Marwick answers this question           

concisely, by stating that in the age of digital media, we can witness “two major               
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changes in celebrity culture” (Marwick 2016, 333). These can be summed up in the              

possibility of direct interaction with well-known celebrities through networks like          

Twitter, and also in the appearance of the phenomenon of “microcelebrity”, which is             

the way that people on social media present themselves as celebrities that other             

social media users can consume. 

 

According to Abidin, “This perpetual livestream of the branded self requires the            

cultivation of a mindset that all friends and followers on the internet are prospective              

audiences and fans” (Abidin 2018, 12). Elaborating on this, David Marshall argues            

that our age has seen a shift from “representational” to “presentational” media            

(Marshall 2010, 35). While a celebrity in the traditional sense used to be a cultural               

representation, fabricated by the media industry, in the age of digital media a             

celebrity is able to directly present and discuss their identity and traits in their own               

terms. Following this pattern of thought, David Giles argues that in the 21st century,              

celebrity is “gradually shifting towards a system of representation that is more fluid             

and decentred, enabling different kinds of celebrity to emerge, with different           

relationships to their audiences” (Giles 2018, 19). 

 

1.3. YouTube and its reality TV potential 

 

The particular interest of this thesis is celebrity on YouTube. The “broadcast            

yourself” platform was launched in June of 2005 by three former employees of             

PayPal, and in 2006, it was sold to Google. The point and the aim of the platform is                  

the one described in the abatement that its slogan expresses: to “broadcast            

yourself”. To broadcast yourself raw and unedited, in the way that you choose and              

you want to. “We’re the ultimate reality TV”, said the site’s co-founder Chad Hurley in               

2005 (Dewey 2015). With the emergence of YouTube, people were enabled to            

create video-content of their own and upload it on the platform, no-matter its             

duration, in order to have it seen by others. 
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1.3.1. YouTube generated celebrity 

 

This “reality” potential of YouTube earned some people fame in the traditional media.             

An example of such a case is that of the singer Justin Bieber, who became a music                 

superstar after Scooter Braun, an American talent manager discovered YouTube          

videos of him singing. These videos had been uploaded by Bieber’s mum, in order              

for relatives away from Canada to enjoy the talent of young Justin. Braun became              

Bieber’s manager, and Bieber became an A-class manufactured celebrity, of the sort            

that was discussed earlier. However, there is another category of celebrities, that            

embraced the “d.i.y.” way to celebrity. In 2007, advertisements started being featured            

on YouTube. This innovation paved the way for the emergence of “the YouTuber”,             

this new kind of celebrity whose job is the creation of YouTube videos (of mainly               

themselves). YouTube as a source of celebrity took off post-2010. Proof of that is a               

survey published on Variety Magazine in 2014, which showcases that, in the United             

States, the popularity of YouTubers among teenagers is much bigger than that of             

traditional media celebrities (Ault 2014). 

 

Indeed, with some YouTubers having from 25 to 95 million people subscribed to their              

channels (Leskin 2019), it could be a good idea to reconsider how “micro” the              

celebrity generated by YouTube is. As stated by David Giles, celebrity on YouTube             

is not micro at all. On the contrary, YouTube is “arguably the principal medium for               

generating 21st century celebrity” (Giles 2018, 108). But, because YouTube is a            

generic category, offering videos about all-kinds of interests, it would be wise to             

focus on the kind of content that this thesis is mostly interested in, which can be                

found in the beauty category of YouTube. 

 

1.3.2. The YouTube beauty category & its gurus 
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Some of the biggest (and constantly growing) channels on YouTube produce beauty            

content. Beauty content can be broken down to videos offering makeup tutorials, first             

impressions and reviews of beauty products, as well as hauls (the act of one              

showing what they have bought in front of a camera), among other things. 

 

Beauty YouTubers are also widely known as “beauty gurus”. According to           

Garcia-Rapp, up until 2015, when someone wanted to create their own YouTube            

channel, they could choose to categorise their content under YouTube-generated          

umbrella categories (Garcia-Rapp 2016). Juliano Spyer offers some of these          

categories, among which we find “comedian”, for humour content, and “musician”, for            

music content. He writes that the category of “gurus” indicated instructional content            

of all sorts (Spyer 2011, 14). But, it would be very short-sighted to ignore the implicit                

claim of wisdom of the YouTuber choosing to become a “guru”. So what does the               

term “beauty gurus” mean? Beauty gurus are YouTubers offering instructional          

content on beauty. The number of beauty gurus exceeds 180.000. As a category of              

content producers, they offer at least 100 hours of daily content to the YouTube              

database (Garcia-Rapp 2017). Beauty gurus belong in the wider category of internet            

influencers, making “a living from being celebrities native to and on the internet”             

(Abidin 2018, 1). 

 

1.4. Characteristics of the activity of beauty gurus 

 

The activity of influencers, and therefore beauty gurus also, has some very specific             

characteristics, through which their celebrity can be measured. These are:          

everydayness, exoticism, exclusivity and exceptionalism (Abidin 2018, 20-33). These         

three characteristics will be thoroughly analysed in the following pages. 

 

1.4.1 Everydayness of the beauty guru 
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The first striking characteristic of beauty gurus is their everydayness. An internet            

celebrity, an influencer or a guru, does, unlike the kind of celebrity mentioned             

beforehand, perform in a way that can be perceived by the viewer as authentic. The               

gurus’ internet presence is mediated in the sense that it does derive from their              

activity in social media platforms, but, at the same time, it is unmediated in the               1

sense that they are not dependent on cultural agents and professionals of the media              

industry in order to make their way up the celebrity scale. Influencers, no matter how               

big or small, have taken advantage of the direct interaction possibilities of social             

media, in order to build up micro-celebrity public profiles for themselves. 

 

1.4.1.1. Everyday celebrity: democratic or demotic? 

 

As argued before, micro-celebrity is a concept which does not translate as micro             

when one sees facts and figures of the activity of internet influencers, and,             

especially, beauty gurus. However, it reflects a phenomenon unheard of for media            

studies before 2010, as the media audience had been, historically, understood as            

passive. But today, media users are “active”, meaning that they are able to produce              

and circulate media content of their own, while not abandoning their user identity             

(Giles 2018, 39). We are, therefore, seeing the emergence of the concepts of the              

producer and the prosumer, which signify someone who can produce their content            

while being a user of the platform at the same time and consuming the content of                

others (Bruns 2008). In that sense, through social media and the influencer            

paradigm, we are encountering a democratising shift in the process of becoming a             

celebrity. 

 

1Celebrity as a concept is always mediated, in the sense that a celebrity is someone who is well known thanks to                     

the media. However, although new media celebrity has this degree of mediation, it is still an unmediated category                  

in the sense that it is not dependent on cultural intermediaries. It becomes, therefore, apparent, that the term                  

“mediation” is quite contested, especially when one discusses celebrity. 
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In Chris Rojek’s typology of celebrity, one can read that there are three kinds of               

celebrity showcased by traditional media: the “ascribed” kind, the “achieved” kind,           

and the “attributed” kind (Rojek 2001, 17). To start with, an ascribed celebrity is              

someone whose family is famous. This includes children of royal families and            

relatives of famous celebrities. Secondly, an achieved celebrity is someone          

well-known for their achievements. This kind of celebrity includes singers, athletes,           

actors and other kinds of achievers. Finally, an attributed celebrity is someone            

whose accomplishments are framed as remarkable by the media industry, even if            

they are not-so-special. Attributed celebrity is, therefore, the kind of celebrity which is             

the most fabricated out of the three. 

 

This typology of celebrities excluded, until recently, people of no royal descent,            

underachievers, or people undiscovered by media professionals. But, the         

micro-celebrity shift has given people outside of these categories the possibility of            

presenting themselves to the media. Through YouTube, which is the platform this            

thesis is mostly interested in, a wide spectrum of identities is able to become              

recognizable and express themselves freely. This spectrum, among others, includes          

women, LGBTQ people and people of colour. This shift has previously been called             

“democratising”. However, Graeme Turner disagrees with the term. Instead, he          

suggests the use of the term “demotic”. In his book Understanding Celebrity, we             

read: “this is more correctly seen as a demotic, rather than a democratic,             

development. There is no necessary connection between the widening of          

opportunities for participation we are now witnessing and a democratic politics...           

Diversity, wherever it occurs, it would seem, must be intrinsically democratic. It is             

worth reminding ourselves that in the media, at least, this diversity of consumer             

choice is achieved through the mechanism of price, rather than through a system of              

rights”  (Turner 2004, 91). 2

2According to Turner, the fact that everyone can participate in the public discourse through new media is not                  

necessarily a democratic achievement, because in the same way that a media user can write something online in                  

order to express their democratic values, someone else can engage in extremist activity through new media,                
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1.4.1.2. Everyday celebrity & commodification 

 

Indeed, this diversity of “everyday” celebrity identities generated through social          

media has, to a certain extent, to do with commodification, which refers to the              

conversion of people, feelings and discourses into commodities. This “everydayness”          

of celebrities means that Lazarsfeld and Katz’s two-step-flow communication model          

can be better applied for the promotion of goods. What this model suggests is that,               

when it comes to decision making, the importance of interpersonal communication           

(e.g. communication with friends and relatives) is much more important and decisive            

than media messages (Lazarsfeld and Katz 1955). The everyday and unstaged           

nature of beauty YouTubers, who, besides making a living from the views of their              

videos, also earn money through advertising specific products to their audiences, is            

crucial to shaping the consumption opinions of those who watch them. As Crystal             

Abidin puts it, “the sustained and regular interactions of everyday internet celebrities            

with their audience prime their digital estates as networked spaces for like-minded            

viewers to congregate and keep up-to-date. Over time, this sense of familiarity and             

trust allows everyday internet celebrities to promote other persons, products, or           

services through personal recommendations and endorsements” (Abidin 2018, 33).         

Also, the diverse identity spectrum of such YouTubers means that their viewers feel             

represented and included in the media discourse. 

 

1.4.1.3. Everydayness & authenticity 

 

Everydayness goes hand in hand with another notion: that of authenticity.           

Rephrasing Kierkegaard, Russel Cobb defines the latter notion as coherence          

which it totally against the democratic spirit.This is why he calls the turn of new media demotic instead of                   

democratic. 
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between what someone does and who they really are (Cobb 2014). As Michael             

Wesch supports, “the strongest critique [on YouTube] is to say you’re hiding behind             

something or you’re not being real” (Wesch as quoted by Strangelove 2010, 64). In              

Celebrity and Power, David Marshall writes that authenticity is the main meaning            

which music celebrities generate (Marshall 1997). Indeed, in the same way that            

movements like the punk and the grunge were considered to be the real thing              

against a manufactured and commercial music scene, the YouTuber is nowadays           

the anti-hero in the story of manufactured celebrity. 

 

But what exactly does it mean for a YouTuber to be authentic, besides being real,               

unstaged and everyday? Or, to put it better, what are the ways in which authenticity               

is showcased? In the YouTube world, authenticity is mainly related to showing one’s             

emotions on camera, to verbally expressing in an informal way (that is on the brink of                

the politically incorrect) and also to blurring the lines between one’s private and             

public life. According to Tolson, an authentic celebrity can be best understood as             

someone normal and relatable to their audience (Tolson 2001). Someone who can            

just be themself. The concept of “being yourself” is very closely linked to Christopher              

Lasch’s “cults of narcissism” (Lasch 1979). According to Lasch’s theory, in the            

contemporary world there is an over-saturation of the everyday. The way that            

ordinary people experience life has become immensely important, and we are all so             

self-absorbed that there is no room for reflection on societal issues. It becomes,             

thus, apparent, that authenticity goes hand in hand with the narcissistic act of             

unapologetically showcasing the raw, the unedited self as something that should be            

the centre of attention. 

 

The raw self includes raw expression. One of the characteristics of authenticity on             

YouTube is the fact that YouTubers can speak the way they want to, without being               

censored by the platform. Therefore, their viewers can witness them break every            

possible rule of the media code of conduct, and being extremely informal. This             

informality can be summed up in swearing a lot, and also to addressing their viewers               

with nicknames. A very common way for YouTubers to address their viewers is             
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saying “hey guys”, or “hey y’all”, while a traditional TV presenter would be most likely               

to use the formal addressing “ladies and gentlemen”. 

 

Authenticity on YouTube is also translated as intimacy. Intimacy is mainly developed            

through the style of narrative that the YouTuber has in their videos. The encounter              

that the viewer has with the YouTuber is an intimate one, in the sense that it does                 

not feel as if they are watching a complete stranger, but rather, as if they are                

watching a friend. They know intimate details of the YouTuber’s life, and they can              

very much relate to the discourse being expressed in the videos, as they would do in                

a conversation with their friends. 

 

There are two main narrative styles that should be brought up at this point: the one                 

is the conversational narrative, and the other one is the confessional narrative. The             

conversational narrative will be discussed first. According to Frobenius, YouTube          

vlogs are an example of this sort of narrative, because in them, the YouTuber starts               

a dialogue with their audience (Frobenius 2014). One could argue that this dialogue             

is very monological, though. Sometimes, the audience is invited to give their opinions             

through the comment section, which implies a certain interactivity between the           

producer and the users of content. Indeed, in conversational videos, YouTubers           

speak to their audience (which could consist of millions of people) as if they are               

discussing with a few friends, without following a script. Giles notes that “the             

spontaneity of chat offers glimpses of the unguarded, even unconscious self, playing            

on the Freudian belief that slips and errors reveal the working of the unconscious,              

and therefore, authentic mind” (Giles 2018, 136-137). 

 

In the confessional narrative videos, the YouTuber confesses personal stories to            

their audience. Typically, while confessing, the narrator opens up and becomes           

vulnerable, talking about feelings while looking at the camera. It seems that showing             

emotions and confessing their inner truth are two strong characteristics that           

showcase a YouTuber’s authenticity. Confession as a practice has been widely           
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discussed by Michel Foucault in his Dartmouth lectures About the beginning of the             

hermeneutics of the self. According to the philosopher, the concept of selfhood as             

we know it in modernity has partially been developed by means of confession,             

because it is this process that allows the person to reveal the ultimate truths about               

themself (Foucault 1993). It is interesting that the confessional narrative is not            

inherent to YouTube authenticity only, but it has also been used by traditional media.              

Some good examples of this are the celebrity interview format (Senft 2008), as well              

as the confession room format of reality TV shows, where each contestant is sitting              

alone in a room specifically made to welcome their confessions, and they are             

analysing their problems in front of the camera. Theoretically, they are not heard by              

their fellow contestants, and therefore they are really offering their inner truth.            

However, this inner truth is accessed and consumed by a vastly populated television             

audience, which is rather a contradiction in terms (Aslama and Pantti 2006). 

 

To conclude, as Giles puts it, “authenticity is more an element in performance than it               

is an inherent quality of the mediated individual...YouTube stars are no more            

authentic than television stars or Hollywood icons, they just perform authenticity           

better” (Giles 2018, 132). This performance of authenticity needs to be characterised            

by coherence and consistency, which means that the real self needs to be performed              

in the same way at all times, without fail (Marwick 2016). 

 

1.4.2. The importance of exclusivity 

 

Proceeding with the typology of characteristics of internet influencers, Crystal Abidin           

contributes to the discussion of new media celebrity by giving two more ways that              

internet celebrity can be measured: these are “exclusivity” and “exoticism” (Abidin           

2018, 19-23). Both of these notions could be linked with the concept of the “wow”,               

which has been widely discussed by Birgit Meyer (Meyer 2016). Both coming face to              

face with an “exclusive” lifestyle, and with an “exotic” take on beauty, can really              

invoke a sense of awe for viewers. But, more on “the wow” will be discussed in the                 
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next chapter. Starting with the exclusivity, we could argue that successful beauty            

gurus have a very exclusive lifestyle, which they do not hesitate to flaunt to their               

audience. From the material objects they possess, like mansions, cars and gadgets,            

to the very glamorous experiences that they have, successful beauty YouTubers are            

the definition of being exclusive. 

 

1.4.2.1. Exclusivity translated in free beauty products and brand trips 

 

As mentioned beforehand, the way that this branch of media celebrities makes            

money, except for being viewed and subscribed to, is by mentioning products that             

they are sent, or by doing paid advertorials for beauty brands. According to the              

Guardian, “in 2017, the global beauty industry was worth $445bn” (Rigby 2019). It is              

therefore not a surprise that beauty gurus receive extreme amounts of very            

extravagant PR packages for beauty products, by brands hoping to have their            

products mentioned in videos. Many beauty gurus show off how exclusive they are             

by opening up such parcels on camera, revealing beauty products worth very big             

amounts of money, and leaving their audiences in awe by this excessive beauty             

consumption. 

 

But beauty brands also go further than just sending beauty gurus PR packages.             

Another common practice reinforcing the exclusivity of this branch of YouTubers is to             

be taken to exotic destinations in order to celebrate the launch of certain beauty              

products. This way, they can create visual content and implicitly or explicitly            

advertise the products on their channels. A 2018 article on the Guardian offers the              

example of the Australian beauty vlogger Chloe Morello, who was taken on            

extravagant trips to Bora Bora and the Maldives by beauty companies, in order to              

advertise specific products (Lancaster 2018). But that would not be the most            

exclusive case of all. Through their partnerships, beauty YouTubers get access to            

festivals like Coachella, fashion weeks, and film festivals like the Cannes one. The             

latest confirmation of the exclusive opportunities of beauty vloggers was the           
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invitation of James Charles, a beauty guru on YouTube who, until recently, had             

sixteen million subscribers to his channel, on the Met Gala of 2019. It would be               

worthy to note that, for “everyday” people, buying a ticket to enter the Met Gala               

would cost around 30.000 Euros (Hoffower 2019). 

 

1.4.2.2. Luxury consumption as a strive for the acquisition of symbolic capital 

 

Beauty gurus are professionals, and of course, no job should be done for free. The               

beauty industry has traditionally been associated with the glamour stereotype, and it            

is, to a certain extent, expected that beauty gurus have more glamour and exclusive              

lives than their followers do. However, the act of showing off wealth on YouTube has               

reached another level. Jeffree Star, in whom this essay is particularly interested, has             

uploaded several makeup transformation videos in which he showcases his very           

exclusive assets. Two such examples are his “Get ready with me in my Rolls-Royce”              

and “Get ready with me in my private jet” videos. He has also uploaded tours of his                 

enormous, custom made room-wardrobes, in which he has extravagant collections of           

designer pieces that probably very few of his subscribers could afford. It is worthy to               

note that Star was the 5th highest paid YouTuber for 2018 according to Forbes              

magazine, having, on that year alone, made 18 million dollars (Berg & Robehmed             

2018). 

 

It is apparent that successful beauty gurus are incredibly exclusive in terms of             

lifestyle and consumption choices. This exclusivity is in line with Bourdieu’s theory of             

tastes. Bourdieu sees the domain of social life as a field of competition. This              

competition considers the acquisition of status for an individual. Status is called            

“symbolic capital” by Bourdieu. The main way for someone to showcase their            

symbolic capital is through using their “economic capital”, which of course refers to             

their financial resources, their “social capital”, which is made up of their social circle              

and their connections, as well as their cultural capital, which exists “in the form of               

long-lasting dispositions of the mind and body… (and) in the form of cultural goods”              
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(Bourdieu 1986, 47). One could argue that the overly exclusive nature of beauty             

gurus could be interpreted as a way for them to establish their “guru” status. This               

establishment of status is achieved through a flashy exposure of one’s wealth.            

Through showcasing their exclusive lifestyles, internet celebrities, and, in this case,           

beauty gurus, establish their celebrity nature. 

 

Having previously talked about authenticity on YouTube, we cannot overlook the           

contradiction between having such an extravagant way of life, while also belonging            

to a branch of internet celebrities known for being “relatable” and “unstaged”. This             

contradiction confirms the performative nature of authenticity, the fact that we should            

see it as more of a performance and less of a literal condition. 

 

1.4.3. The importance of exoticism 

 

Having thoroughly talked about exclusivity, it is now time to move on to the next               

characteristic of internet celebrity, which is exoticism. A beauty YouTuber is exotic in             

the sense that they seem to be “distancing, far removed from one’s comfort zone, or               

so novel or foreign that they pique the interest of audiences who hold contrasting or               

different forms of cultural capital” (Abidin 2018, p.22). In his book Distinction,            

Bourdieu argues that consumption and taste are particularly shaped by cultural           

capital (Bourdieu 1984). Therefore, seeing Jeffree star do his makeup inside his            

Rolls-Royce would definitely seem exotic to a viewer with a different set of             

“dispositions of the body and mind”, someone who, for example, instead of buying a              

Rolls-Royce, would invest their money in their college tuition fees, in order to             

increase their own cultural capital. 
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1.4.3.1. Exoticism & intersectionality 

 

But exoticism is not exhausted in the unrelatable consumer choices that beauty            

gurus make. It is, according to Abidin, linked with the concept of intersectionality,             

which was firstly conceived by the critical theorist Kimberlé Crenshaw (Abidin 2018,            

23). The notion of intersectionality explains the way that minority identities of            

sexuality, race or class are interlinked and connected with broader power systems.            

When one examines the case of the beauty gurus, they need to take intersectionality              

into consideration. Why is that? Because, it is the viewers’ position in these wider              

power systems that will define whether they will be appealed or appalled by the work               

of influencers in general, and of beauty gurus more specifically. 

 

1.4.3.2. The beauty gurus’ exotic take on the rules of makeup 

 

Exoticism is certainly in the eye of the beholder, since it is a notion very much                

dependent on one’s cultural capital. But there are certain aspects to the work of              

beauty gurus that are exotic, in the sense that they are foreign to the way that the                 

beauty industry has traditionally approached beauty. Simplicity has been praised by           

Coco Chanel as the key element of elegance, and it seems that this view of the great                 

designer influenced the way that luxury beauty brands have seen beauty ever since.             

However, with the rise of the YouTube beauty genre, makeup started becoming            

more and more fun. It became bolder and the simplicity rules got broken. Makeup              

gurus started looking for “blinding highlighters” (Hjort & Komulainen 2017, 47),           

showing disapproval towards natural makeup, and moving towards such a bold take            

on beauty, that it could remind someone of the drag culture. For most beauty gurus,               

more is more. 

 

Both in their makeup and in their aesthetics, beauty gurus, and especially Jeffree             

Star, have a “camp” element. Describing the “camp”, Susan Sontag, the inventor of             

the term, writes: “the essence of camp is its love of the unnatural: of artifice and                
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exaggeration... Camp is a certain mode of aestheticism. It is one way of seeing the               

world as an aesthetic phenomenon. That way, the way of Camp, is not in terms of                

beauty, but in terms of the degree of artifice, of stylization” (Sontag 1964, 1-2). And               

we definitely see this in the makeup gurus extravagant makeup looks, as well as in               

their fashion choices. In the same way that “camp” is uninterested in beauty, beauty              

gurus are uninterested in beauty and fashion norms. 

 

1.4.3.3. Beauty gurus challenging the beauty industry’s racial & gender stereotypes 

 

But there is also another way in which beauty gurus are exotic to the beauty industry.                

As Fortune Onyiorah writes on the Revealer, being white has traditionally been            

associated with beauty and purity, and people of colour have always been excluded             

from the beauty market (Onyiorah 2018). Kara Jackson affirms this stance.           

Discussing the lack of black women’s representation in the media, she writes “The             

danger of representation is that it’s our reference for beauty. Right now, the only              

reference we have for beauty is a white one. In our current standard of beauty, there                

is a white woman inside all of us we ought to dig up” (Jackson 2018). Indeed, the                 

media and beauty companies have traditionally mainly targeted white women from           

the middle class, possibly because they were a safe target group, that would easily              

make sales. From TV series to beauty commercials, the person that has usually             

been portrayed as the epitome of beauty has been the white, blonde female (and if               

one is in doubt about that, they could just take a quick look at American Beauty or                 

Baywatch). But, as it was mentioned before, with the rise of digital media, and              

especially YouTube, the space for the representation of minority identities in the            

beauty market was opened up. 

 

Today, the most subscribed to beauty guru, Jeffree Star, is a very androgynous man.              

For Sontag, androgyny is another element of “camp”, since “camp is the triumph of              

the epicene style” (Sontag 1964, p.5). An androgynous identity would traditionally be            

considered as marginal, subcultural and possibly non-commercial by the media and           
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the beauty industry. However, 15 million subscribers indicate someone rather          

mainstream. Therefore, this “exoticism” is highly embraced by the audience. Beauty           

brands have started to notice, and, for this reason, we have recently seen a lot of                

campaigns featuring male beauty gurus. To give some examples, CoverGirl’s 2016           

campaign featured James Charles as a “CoverBoy”, and Michael Zamora became a            

Mac ambassador in 2017, while in the same year, Maybelline chose Manny Mua as              

their own ambassador (Bramley 2017). 

 

1.4.3.4. The “makeup reformation” 

 

The democratisation of the media has thus undoubtedly brought the democratisation           

of the beauty market, and beauty YouTubers are majorly behind this development.            

There is a lot of discussion online about the age-old lack of dark foundation shades               

for people of colour. Innovative brands like Rihanna’s Fenty Beauty and Jeffree Star             

Cosmetics are totally changing the game in the beauty industry, offering a very wide              

variety of foundation and concealer shades, so that everyone, no matter their colour,             

feels included, beautiful, and essentially, comfortable in being who they are. 

 

Onyiorah observes this reformation in the beauty industry, and calls it the “makeup             

reformation”, making a very accurate religious analogy. According to her, if Sephora            

is the church of makeup, and commercial beauty brands are the Catholics, then             

Rihanna is Luther, and Fenty Beauty, Rihanna’s beauty line, is making a “makeup             

reformation” which is totally changing everything we once knew about beauty           

(Onyiorah 2018). According to Onyiorah, this “makeup reformation” is taking place           

thanks to the power of social media and particularly YouTube, which Rihanna uses             

to spread her message. One could therefore argue that there are pieces of             

makeup-Luther to be found in the work of all the “exotic” and intersectional beauty              

gurus, who are striving for a more democratic take on beauty. 
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1.4.4. Exceptionalism 

 

Last but not least, in the characteristics of the internet influencer, and thus, the              

beauty guru also, Crystal Abidin lists the sense of “exceptionalism”. According to her,             

“Internet celebrity that is “exceptional” highlights the unusual abilities, astounding          

qualities, or expert skills of a person that can be elite or mundane in nature, but are                 

spectacular and admired for their “technical capital” all the same” (Abidin 2018, 28).             

Indeed, although beauty gurus are everyday and authentic, they are still “gurus”.            

They still possess the wisdom that their technical title suggests, and they know it.              

They perform what Michael Strangelove calls “reflexivity” (Strangelove 2010, 74),          

which essentially refers to the fact that they are well aware that their audience              

recognises them as people who possess some sort of wisdom, at least on             

beauty-related issues, and they indeed act as gurus, as wise teachers aiming to             

guide the beauty world to a better place. It could be argued that their sense of                

“reflexivity” or “exceptionalism” is what makes the gurus speak to their audience as if              

they are its leaders. 

 

Of course, though, the category of being a “guru” is not exhausted in one’s teaching               

nature, but it rather also implies someone spiritual and sacred. The sacred            

connotations of the word guru will be thoroughly analysed in the next chapter. 

 

Conclusion 

 

This chapter argued that religious meanings can emerge in culture, and more            

specifically in popular culture. It then analysed the concept of “celebrity” as one of              

the most important milieux of popular culture, and, therefore, as a place where the              

sacred can be found. The focus of this chapter was the characteristics of celebrity in               

the era of digital media and the phenomenon of the beauty gurus. The             

characteristics of beauty gurus include the consistent performance of authenticity,          
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the constant flaunting of luxury, the transgression of the beauty industry’s           

stereotypes, and finally, their knowledge of their elevated nature, in relation to their             

audience. 
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Chapter 2 

A review of the concept of the sacred 

Introduction 

 

In the previous chapter, we thoroughly examined what the domain of celebrity in the              

era of digital media looks like, emphasising on the particular branch of celebrities             

that are called “beauty gurus”. But, since the topic of this thesis also involves the               

notion of the “sacred”, it would be wise to use this chapter in order to analyse this                 

very widely discussed, and quite controversial notion. This chapter, therefore, aims           

at reviewing the ways in which the sacred as a category has been studied, mainly               

focusing on how the sacred is approached by the Neo-Durkheimian theorists, and            

particularly by Jeffrey Alexander and Gordon Lynch. 

 

2.1. Discussing the concept of the sacred 

 

2.1.1. An introduction to the concept of the sacred 

 

Undoubtedly, the concept of the sacred is one of the most contested concepts in the               

field of religious studies (Steal 2010). It is very possible that if we asked a few people                 

about their own definition of the sacred, we would get very different answers from              

most of them, since the sacred has been defined in very different ways by many               

thinkers in the discipline of religious studies. This thesis is mainly concerned with             

how the sacred was defined by Emile Durkheim in his classic work The Elementary              

Forms of Religious Life, which was written in 1912, and how his definition was later               

operationalised and expanded by the field of scholarship that Gordon Lynch calls the             

“Cultural Sociology of the Sacred” (Lynch and Tuckett 2012). 
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2.1.2. The sacred according to Durkheim 

 

According to Durkheim, religion is “a unified system of beliefs and practices relative             

to sacred things, that is to say, things set apart and forbidden” (Durkheim and Fields               

1995, xxxii). The sacred in this definition, therefore, “concerns those ideas that are             

understood to be set apart from the rest of social life and that exert a profound moral                 

claim over people’s lives” (Partridge 2009, 515). The Durkheimian definition of the            

sacred is not understood as “a core, essential universal phenomenon that is out             

there in the structures of the cosmos or deep within the human person” (Lynch and               

Tuckett 2012). On the contrary, it is described as a social phenomenon, as             

something that emerges through the workings of social groups. It is social groups             

that construct the sacred, and that decide what beliefs and practices are put away              

from the mundane, everyday stream of life, becoming thus “set apart”, or else, very              

special. 

 

According to Lynch, whose writings have been a major inspiration for the way that              

this thesis looks at the sacred, the “Durkheimian Sociology of Religion is a             

fundamentally secularising project, seeking to cast away the imperfect and obsolete           

use of religious symbolism in the light of an authoritative, rational and scientific gaze”              

(Lynch 2012, 21). Indeed, in an era which is itself very secular, or rather, has seen                

the emergence of the “post-secular” (Habermas 2008), seeing the sacred as a social             

construction rather than an ontological reality can potentially help someone better           

understand the existence of numerous sacred forms among different social groups.           

An ontological understanding of the sacred, which in essence identifies the sacred            

with the religious, would prevent one from looking for the sacred in secular places,              

taking a rational stance, like the researcher aims to do in this thesis, which is               

considered with the work of beauty gurus. 
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2.1.3. The sacred & the profane 

 

When one thinks about the sacred, it is almost impossible to not think about its               

counterpart, the profane. In the same way in which, in the previous chapter, it was               

argued that the category of popular culture is always defined as essentially “other” to              

different forms of culture, the category of the sacred is always defined as other to the                

domain of the profane. As Durkheim writes, “sacred things differ in nature from             

profane things” (Durkheim 2001, 41). The sacred and the profane are differentiated            

through beliefs and rituals. “These rituals and beliefs are accompanied by collective            

feelings that constitute the experience of the sacred”, argues Werner Binder (Binder            

2012). These collective feelings are stocked in and embodied by material artefacts,            

which, through this process of embodiment, become sacred symbols. 

 

Rephrasing Durkheim, Kurakin writes that “the sacred and the profane are always            

and everywhere conceived by the human intellect as separate genera, as two worlds             

with nothing in common” (Kurakin 2013, 7). The profane constitutes a threat to the              

sacred, since if it comes in contact with it, it will contaminate its sacrality. 

 

2.1.4. The pure & the impure sacred 

 

“In an earlier time”, argues Piotr Sztompka, “rich, colorful visuality was found in the              

domain of the “sacred”, whereas the “profane” remained dull and drab” (Sztompka            

2012, 234). The sacred in his pattern of thought refers to the clothes, interiors and               

spectacles of the agents of institutional power, that are, in a very literal interpretation              

of the Durkheimian definition, “set apart and forbidden”. Such agents are kings,            

religious institutions, as well as the military. Sztompka argues that with the            

fragmentation of the idea of the sacred, agents that would traditionally be considered             

as profane started taking this visual extravagance for themselves. These agents can            
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be summed up in public celebrations, sports events, concerts and festivals, thus,            

events where lots of people, who are not agents of institutional power, participate in. 

 

Sztompka’s observation helps us introduce a very useful, but often neglected,           

characteristic of the sacred, which is its ambiguity. What has widely been rejected as              

“profane” with a quick reading of the definition of the sacred, does often not belong to                

the realm of the profane, but rather to that of the impure sacred. Kurakin explains the                

ambiguity of the sacred by saying that “on the one hand, sacred objects are sources               

of “grace” and produce great admiration, reverence, and respect. On the other hand,             

they inspire fear, horror, and even disgust. Even more puzzling, those opposite            

qualities often refer to the same object, which reveals at one point a beneficial, and               

then at another a disastrous side” (Kurakin 2013, 2). 

 

Writing about the ambiguity of the sacred, Lynch argues that those who focus on the               

“pure” sacred are mainly interested in cultural structures, thus in “sacred symbols            

around which social collectivities form, and that shape thought, feeling and action”            

(Lynch 2012, 19). Some researchers who look at the sacred from this perspective             

are Robert Bellah and Jeffrey Alexander. On the other hand, Lynch writes that those              

who focus on the “impure” sacred understand the sacred as “experiences and states             

that arise precisely through the suspension or transgression of cultural structures”           

(Lynch 2012, 19). Such an understanding of the sacred is mainly expressed by             

George Bataille, as well as Michel Foucault. What Sztompka calls profane may very             

well fit in the category of the impure sacred, since it transgresses cultural structures              

that were traditionally extravagant in visuality. 

 

2.1.5. Jeffrey Alexander’s approach to the sacred 

 

This thesis will mainly work focusing at the sacred as a cultural construction. In order               

to better understand what it means for the sacred to be a cultural construction, we               
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should start with what Jeffrey Alexander calls “the strong programme in cultural            

sociology”. According to the strong programme, culture is “not a thing but a             

dimension, not an object to be studied as a dependent variable but a thread that runs                

through...every conceivable social form” (Alexander 2003 as quoted by Lynch 2012,           

41). Therefore, social life is defined by the meanings that emerge in the context of               

culture. The concept of the sacred is, of course, one of these cultural meanings, and               

therefore, it has a potential power to form social meanings. 

 

Focusing at the sacred as a cultural and social construction does not mean that its               

ambiguous, double-sided nature will be ignored. On the contrary, the cultural           

sociology of the sacred has widely discussed the moral ambiguity of the sacred.             

Jeffrey Alexander has been a leader in this discussion. Reflecting upon the events of              

9/11, Alexander rejects the idea that the sacred is something inherently good, but             

argues that it is a liminal category, in between the good and the evil. His argument is                 

that, what was considered by a group of people as their sacred purpose and as the                

ultimate good in the events of 9/11, was the ultimate evil and the cause of a tragedy                 

for the Western world. Therefore, the sacred is a social concept which is ambiguous              

in morality (Alexander 2006). 

 

Alexander does not only discuss the concept of ambiguity when it comes to sacred              

forms, but he also discusses their historical emergence. Sacred forms are not            

abstract ontological phenomena, but they are rather constructed by social groups in            

specific historical times, and in accordance with their culture. Alexander defines           

sacred forms as “shifting cultural constructions, fatefully affected by the power and            

identity of the agents in charge, by the competition for symbolic control, and the              

structures of power and distribution of resources” (Alexander 2003, 33). 

 

Having seen Alexander’s contribution in the cultural sociology of the sacred, it would             

be now useful to quote Gordon Lynch’s attempt to redefine the Durkheimian idea of              

the sacred in a critical way. According to him: 
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“The sacred is defined by what people collectively experience as absolute,           

non-contingent realities, which present normative claims over the meanings and          

conduct of social life. Sacred forms are specific, historically contingent, instances of            

the sacred. Sacred forms are constituted by constellations of particular sacred           

symbols, thought/discourse, emotions and actions which recursively reproduce the         

sacrality of that sacred form and draw together groups who share these discourses,             

sentiments and practices. The normative reality constituted by a sacred form           

simultaneously constructs the evil which might profane it, and the pollution of this             

sacred reality is experienced by its adherents as a painful wound, for which some              

form of restitution is necessary” (Lynch 2012, 47). 

 

This critical definition of the sacred has shaped the way in which this thesis looks at                

the sacred. Inspired by this definition, the researcher came up with the hypothesis             

that if the sacred is culturally constructed and historically contingent, then it might be              

possible to be found in the domain of YouTube beauty vlogging, which is a very               

prominent aspect of today’s culture. The performances of beauty gurus could then            

potentially be read as sacred forms, affirming their sacrality by constantly           

showcasing an emotional discourse and a ritualistic activity. In these sacred           

performances, sacred symbols are also used. These sacred symbols could be the            

particular makeup products that are praised within the discourses of the videos. But             

more on this hypothesis will be discussed in the fourth chapter of this thesis.  

 

2.2. Contemporary media and the generation of cultural meaning 
 

2.2.1. Why are we looking for the sacred in YouTube celebrity? 

 

Looking for the sacred in the work of beauty gurus is in line with the spirit of the                  

cultural sociology of the sacred, since YouTube videos and beauty gurus are a big              

part of the contemporary media culture. Therefore, according to Alexander’s strong           
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programme, the cultural meanings that emerge through YouTube and its celebrities           

can possibly generate sacred meanings for certain social groups. But before           

addressing these possible sacred notions in the work of beauty gurus, we should             

examine how celebrity has been the focus of various scholars examining the sacred. 

 

2.2.2. Celebrity as a milieu for the emergence of the sacred 

 

Celebrity has been widely researched as a cultural locus where sacred meanings            

emerge. Celebrity icons have been “conceptualized as spiritual entities possessing          

purity and power that contrasts with the profane level of mortal life” (Rojek 2001, 48).               

They are the sacred forms in which the feelings of awe of their fans are embodied,                

and which generate possible sacred meanings for their audiences. Chris Rojek           

argues that there is a high degree of rituality that can be found in the rise and the                  

downfall of a celebrity. According to him, “the central ascension beliefs and rites are              

organized around three themes: elevation, magic and immortality: Elevation refers to           

the social and cultural processes involved in raising the celebrity above the public”,             

through which the celebrity becomes a sacred symbol . There are also rituals of the              3

celebrity’s downfall, where the celebrity becomes desecrated, and loses their          

quasi-divine nature. We have seen this happen a lot in cases of modern-time             

celebrities. A very good example of this, that most people are familiar with, is the               

case of Britney Spears, whose dramatic fall in 2007 is described by Kathryn Lofton              

as a sacrifice (Lofton 2017).  

 

3A very interesting point that Rojek makes is that the ritual of celebrity elevation is not just a metaphor, but rather                     

a very literal concept. In his own words, “elevation is literally achieved in Hollywood celebrity because the                 

magnified screen and billboard images are raised above the eye-level of cinema-goers. The wealth and luxury of                 

celebrities are staple, and instantly recognized, symbols of success in market society. Further evidence of               

elevation is found in the ubiquity of celebrity biographies in popular culture” (Rojek 2001, 75). 
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2.2.3. The sacred in entertainment media 

 

According to Laderman, the reason behind the sacralisation of celebrities in           

twenty-first century’s America lies in the loss of influence of the Protestant church             4

over public culture, which, combined with the rise of new media structures, led the              

viewers and listeners to embrace the new “entertaining popular cultures” (Laderman           

2009, 64). Entertainment media is indeed a place where the sacred can be found.              

According to Lynch, the sacred can be invoked by entertainment media in the cases              

of the stories presented being based on real incidents (Lynch 2012, 90). This is how               

the sacred is invoked in public media as well. The sacred, as a social construction,               

as something that gives meaning to the lives of people, is a concept which belongs               

in the sphere of real life, and, as such it is present in the media. 

 

2.2.4. Oprah Winfrey invoking the sacred 

 

So before one dives in researching whether the sacred can be found in beauty vlogs               

or not, they should firstly see a very prominent example of the sacred being invoked               

by the American entertainment media. This example is to be found in Oprah Winfrey              

and her show, which has, for many years now, acted as a resource of sacred               

meanings for countless people all over the world. “Live your best life”, “change your              

life” and get an “a-ha moment” are all Oprah’s slogans that sum up her main points                

of advice, targeted towards real-life viewers. For more than twenty years, Oprah has             

been acting as an entertainment figure merging the struggles of everyday life with             

spirituality and the sacred. 

 

4The loss of influence of the Protestant Church on public culture should be linked to the phenomenon of                  

secularization. As Lynch explains, “as the twentieth century progressed, the Church was increasingly confronted              

by the secularization and “de-Christianization” of Western society, as well as the development of a much greater                 

pluralism of religious beliefs in Europe and North America” (Lynch 2005, 33). 
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2.2.5. Oprah’s discourse of the self 

 

What becomes set apart in the discourse of Oprah Winfrey is her particular             

discourse of the self. Like most modern time gurus do, Oprah sees the self as               

“fundamentally good, and thus worthy of comfort and satisfaction” (Schwartz 2018).           

The self is a locus that can’t be trespassed. It is not only capable of success, but it                  

must be successful. It is not only prone to change, but its change should be for the                 

better, aiming at the ultimate life. When the self does not get what they want, it                

means they did not fight enough for it. There is no space for external factors making                

the success of the self difficult, because the success of the self is a set apart notion.                 

Everything that might make the elevation of the self difficult, becomes a profane             

element, dangerous of overshadowing the self. Oprah makes sure that the profane is             

always kept away and the self is as worshipped as it should be, by promoting an                

egocentric feel-good culture through rituals of consumption. According to Lofton,          

“Oprah transforms [the] commercial practice into a ritual enterprise” (Lofton 2011,           

188). 

 

This “ritual enterprise” is in line with what Lofton calls “spiritual capitalism” in her              

newest book, Consuming Religion. According to her, today “the economy is not            

understood just as an operational good, but actually as an entity capable of the              

highest spiritual accomplishment, hence the increased diagnoses of the neoliberal          

economy as a spiritual economy...the product is a material way to access something             

ineffable” (Lofton 2017, 9). This ineffable something is, in Oprah’s case, the self. The              

truth of the self is beyond any other truth, and, the discovery of this truth is only                 

realised through indulging in consumer rites. Woodhead and Heelas have also           

written about the phenomenon of the sacralisation of the self in the neo-liberal             

context, which is mainly achieved through the practice of consumption in what looks             

as a religious context. According to them, “it could well be the case that prosperity               

religion is (characteristically) about the sacralisation of utilitarian individualism”         

(Woodhead and Heelas 2000, 174). 
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Consumption-centered spiritualities are a product of the 1960’s, and they could be            

characterised as a “postmodern” phenomenon (Carrette and King 2004, 19), since           

they focus on an eclectic and individualist discourse, as well as on a syncretic take               

on religion. According to the above-mentioned writers, the New Age and the            

Self-Help movements constitute cases where spirituality is seen through the frame of            

consumption. 

 

2.3. On Western gurus 

 

2.3.1. Introducing the Western guru 

 

If the sacred self is kept sacred through consumption rites that prevent its             

profanation, then who is the one regulating these rites? This is where the figure of               

the guru comes in the discussion. In the actual sense, a guru stands for a spiritual                

guide and a teacher of the meaning of life in various Asian traditions. The guru’s               

figure is often seen as a sacred figure. However, in our era of “spiritual capitalism”,               

being a guru means something different. In essence, being a guru today means             

being someone who knows how to guide their audience through being their best and              

most efficient selves, as well as through living their ultimate lives. A guru does so               

without necessarily having a spiritual teaching to offer, but mainly through suggesting            

the consumption of consumer goods and practical, feel-good tips. The modern           

concept of the guru is a Western concept, identified with post-secularism, the decline             

of institutional Christianity and the “pick and mix approach to religious traditions”            

(Carrette and King 2004, 19). 

 

The “guru” title definitely implies wisdom, and mainly wisdom on how to worship the              

self through consuming. Being a guru herself, Oprah states that gurus aim “not to              

teach us about their divinity but to teach us about our own” (Newsweek 1997). But               

also, the title of a “guru” carries a very strong orientalist essence that one cannot               
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ignore. It seems that the orientalist naming of the guru implies that they are more               

authentic than other religious figures, who have lost their appeal in the secularised             

West – like, for example, the figure of a priest. 

 

2.3.2. Charismatic leaders in precarious times 

 

The concept of a guru is in line with what Max Weber has called “charismatic               

authority”. According to Weber, “charisma is a certain quality of an individual            

personality, by virtue of which he is considered extraordinary and treated as            

endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional powers          

or qualities” (Weber as quoted by Roth and Wittich 1968, 242). These qualities are              

seen to be god-given, and therefore the person who showcases them is considered             

to be a leading figure. The survival of charismatic authority depends on the skill of a                

leader “to embody a lofty ideal that his/her followers aspire to” (Tee 2019, 85), while               

also giving the impression of being accessible. Modern day gurus are figures who,             

by default, embody the concept of the “best self”, since they have mastered it to such                

a degree that they have become wise and capable of consulting their audience. They              

are, therefore, charismatic figures, figures that have not been elected, but have            

emerged in order to lead their followers to their ultimate destination. 

 

Of course, the rise in popularity of the modern-day gurus should not only be              

interpreted through the frame of “spiritual capitalism”, which was discussed earlier,           

but also through the lens of the growing fragmentation of the Western economy.             

Gurus are thriving at the same time as the job market is becoming more competitive               

than ever, with millennials having to work in precarious jobs, without any sense of              

certainty or protection (Chan 2017). The only way for someone to attempt to get out               

of this loop is to develop skills that are valued in the ultra demanding neoliberal               

economy. And this is something that they might be able to achieve with the help of                

the new-era gurus and their tips on how to be their best selves. 
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2.3.3. Commodifying taste 

 

The Gurus we encounter on YouTube are, in essence, both charismatic leaders that             

have branded their names, and products. They suggest the consumption of products            

that are of their taste, and that, according to their opinion, will make their followers               

feel better. Lofton formulates this argument very clearly, while talking about Oprah:            

“She is capitalist and capital; she is a commodity and consumer. Oprah is a product,               

but Oprah’s product is not individual objects...her taste is her product” (Lofton 2011,             

21). 

 

The ultimate commodification of taste today can be found in the face of beauty              

gurus. This particular branch of gurus belongs in the category of self-help gurus. The              

discourse in their YouTube videos is centred around the self and its beauty, both the               

external, but also the internal. Beauty gurus use makeup as a transformative tool.             

Their makeup skills are offered to their audience in order to be used as a means of                 

empowerment that can provide a confidence boost. However, they do not talk about             

beauty in general, but they recommend specific products by specific brands, that            

have the capacity of making someone their “best self”. They use their charismatic             

authority and sell their taste to people that can consume it, while also maintaining a               

sense of accessibility and relatability around their personas. This way, they are            

profited both by earning views and new followers that constantly seek beauty advice,             

but also by making money off advertising beauty products by certain brands. Oprah’s             

legacy is very evident in their work, in the sense that, as the rest of the modern-time                 

gurus, they also operate within a context of spiritual capitalism, seeking to heal the              

ego through suggesting relentless consumption. 

 

2.4. Beauty vlogs as sensational forms 
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As analysed in the previous chapter, beauty gurus use the YouTube platform in             

order to reach out to their subscribers. The charismatic authority of the guru is              

therefore mediated through video and it reaches followers all around the world.            

Besides the guru’s authority, what is mediated is a performance with specific            

meanings. Through using a mixture of entertainment and teaching, the meanings           

that the videos of beauty gurus generate concern the self. For beauty gurus, as for               

modern-time gurus in general, the self is a sacred space, a space set apart, whose               

profanation should be prevented. The self’s profanation in beauty vlogs is prevented            

through the use of specific cosmetics, as well as through the ritual of transformation,              

among others. The use of specific products helps the self exit its mundane state, and               

reach the realm of the transcendental. The beauty vlog, in this sense, works as a               

digital space that mediates the sacred in the same way that a material object - like                

an icon, for example - would. The beauty vlog could, therefore, be considered a              

“sensational form”, to quote Birgit Meyer (Meyer 2009). 

 

Let us take a closer look at the concept of sensational forms. According to Meyer,               

who came up with the term, sensational forms “are relatively fixed, authorized modes             

of invoking and organizing access to the transcendental, thereby creating and           

sustaining links between believers in the context of particular religious power           

structures...sensational forms can best be understood as a condensation of          

practices, attitudes, and ideas that structure religious experiences” (Meyer 2009, 13).           

Sensational forms embody sensations relevant to the sacred and the transcendental.           

It is mediation processes that make the transcendental apparent, and, to be more             

precise, these mediation processes are called sensational forms (Meyer 2012).          

Meyer also argues that sensational forms are socially constructed. We see           

sensational forms as also being culturally constructed, because various cultures          

construct various sensational forms through which they mediate their sacred          

meanings. 

 

The transcendental is often collided with what Meyer calls “the wow”. According to             

her, “in the spheres of religion, politics, popular culture, and advertisements, the            
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body is profiled as a solid ground of existence and a potential harbinger of the               

sublime, prone to experiencing spectacular ‘wow’ effects and a sense of wonder and             

amazement” (Meyer 2016, 7-8). The wow is mediated through sensational forms,           

which facilitate its experience by people. 

 

With their videos, the gurus lead their followers to transcending the ordinary self, in              

order to meet their ultimate, sacred, “wow” self. This happens indeed through a             

combination of beliefs and practices. Analysing the videos of the beauty genre, as             

sensational forms, can, therefore, help one understand the way that meanings about            

the sacred self are culturally and socially constructed, and immaterially mediated in            

the era of new media. This is what the following chapters will aim to do. 

 

Conclusion 

 

This chapter reviewed the various ways in which the sacred can be defined. Its main               

focus was the definition of the sacred given by Emile Durkheim, as well as the ways                

that Jeffrey Alexander and Gordon Lynch approach this notion. Considering the           

sacred to be a social and cultural construction, this chapter discussed the cultural             

milieu of celebrity and the potential sacred meanings it can generate. Particular            

emphasis was given on the case of Oprah Winfrey, America’s most loved “guru”, and              

then the charismatic way in which beauty gurus operate in today’s society was             

explained. Finally, the case of the work of beauty gurus was described, and their              

videos were defined as “sensational forms”. The next chapter will discuss more on             

beauty vlogs as sensational forms, and it will attempt to make an anatomy of the               

beauty vlog format, in order to discover its potential sacred meanings.  
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Chapter 3 

Approach, design & methodology of the research 

Introduction 

 

This chapter aims at presenting and explaining the approach and design of this             

research, as well as at familiarising the reader with the methodological tools that             

were used in order for it to be conducted. 

 

3.1. Approach of the research 

 

As analysed in the previous chapter, the concept of the sacred is approached as a               

social and cultural construct. It is mainly defined by its differentiation to the profane              

and to the everyday. It is set apart in the sense that it does not belong to the                  

mundane flow of life. But it is also constructed through specific processes within             

specific times, it is not always good in morality, and, finally, in the contemporary              

society, it does not have one manifestation, but numerous, since there are multiple             

groups constructing their own sacred realities. 

 

Such an approach to the sacred did inform the research hypothesis and the research              

question. This thesis is based on the hypothesis that, if the sacred is culturally              

constructed, and YouTube beauty videos are a big part of contemporary culture,            

then beauty vlogs might be operating as sensational forms, as pieces of culture that              

mediate beliefs and practices that are socially perceived to be sacred. The research             

question is in line with the research hypothesis, focusing on the possible            

performance of sacred elements in the videos of beauty gurus. 
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It becomes clear that this research is highly influenced by works on the sacred like               

the ones by Durkheim (1995), Alexander (2003; 2006), Lynch (2012) and Meyer            

(2009; 2012). The stance that is therefore taken is less of a theological, and more of                

an anthropological one, particularly focusing on the anthropological concept of          

beauty vlogs operating as sensational forms that mediate the sacred. 

 

It is important to note here that the background of the researcher did definitely have               

an impact on their approach to the subject researched. The researcher belongs in             

the age group of millennials, and therefore is very involved in social media and the               

popular culture manifestations that derive from the Internet. At the same time, they             

come from a Greek Orthodox tradition of faith, which looks at the sacred as a purely                

ontological category. The choice of approaching the sacred as a cultural sociological            

category was therefore a challenge for them, but also an exciting chance to take an               

alternative route in exploring the sacred, freed from all their preconceived religious            

ideas. It was also a strive for a creative rereading of a concept which is so heavily                 

identified with religious belief, especially in the academic domain of religious studies.            

Finally, the researcher was also challenged to remain objective, while researching a            

culture in which they very much participate on a daily basis. 

 

3.2. Design of the Research 

 

3.2.1. Analysing YouTube video performance 

 

This research aims at filling a gap in the literature on religion and celebrity. While               

traditional media celebrity has been widely discussed as a space for religious            

meaning, and especially meaning related to what was defined as “sacred” (Rojek            

2007; Laderman 2009; Ward 2010), YouTube celebrity and its relation to the sacred             

has not, as far as the researcher is aware, yet been researched. Since beauty gurus               

like Jeffree Star, who have millions of subscribers, are nowadays more popular            
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among the youth than traditional media celebrities, the researcher considered          

looking for the sacred in the format of beauty vlogs to be important. 

 

Beauty gurus produce their own content, in which they are the protagonists. In each              

of their videos, we can therefore see their own performance. In the previous section              

it was argued that these videos would be analysed as sensational forms, as media              

capable of mediating potentially sacred meanings. Since the main content of each of             

these videos is the performance of the beauty guru, any possible sacred meanings             

would be most likely to be found in this performance. One of the very first stages of                 

the research design was, therefore, making a decision on the best possible            

methodology and method in order to research video performance. 

 

3.1.2. On taking a qualitative route 

 

According to Stausberg and Engler, when one wants to look at the sacred as a               

sociocultural construction, the methodological path they have to take is the           

qualitative one, since “qualitative methods tend to investigate the meaning that           

individuals and groups ascribe to human or social phenomena” (Stausberg and           

Engler 2004, 7). This choice was, in this case, strongly favoured, since they would              

have to engage with data not concrete and measurable, but rather abstract and             

largely dependent on observation and interpretation. Besides that, when one has a            

descriptive research question, taking a qualitative approach to designing the          

research is the best option, since the qualitative methodology generally favours           

description. 

 

3.1.3. Method & Methodology 

 

The particular method that was chosen for this research was digital ethnography.            

Since the researcher chose to look into beauty videos that are being made available              
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through digital streaming, digital ethnography seemed to be a great methodological           

option, because it would allow them to observe the performances in the videos,             

gathering data that have willingly been offered to the public by the creators of the               

videos. It would also allow them to work in a field that could be described as                

immaterial and asynchronous, profiting, this way, by the fact that the performances            

of the people observed could not be altered or influenced by the researcher’s             

presence (Varis 2014, 13). This situation is characterised as “ideal” by Caroline Tee,             

who uses the “fly on the wall” analogy to describe what using digital ethnography can               

often be like for the researcher (Tee 2019, 81). 

 

Taking a digital ethnographic stance was reinforced by the acknowledgement of the            

anthropological character of the concept of “sensational forms”, which acts as the            

theoretical background of this research. In the same way that the notion of             

sensational forms aims to showcase an inevitable relation between the          

transcendental and the material, in the sense that the transcendental needs           

man-made, socially constructed, material manifestations in order to become visible          

to humans and grasped by them, digital ethnography aims to highlight “the            

relationship between the digital, sensory, atmospheric and material elements of our           

worlds” (Pink et al 2016, 20). 

 

Discussing the main principles of digital ethnography, Sarah Pink also lists its            

“openness” (Pink et al 2016, 26). This characteristic of ethnographic fieldwork in a             

digital environment is in line with the open nature of the internet, and, more              

specifically, with the open to everyone, free nature of the YouTube platform, which             

makes the participation in it very easy. It should be noted here that the researcher               

was already familiar with the platform’s beauty genre and the creators involved in it,              

having a genuine interest in makeup as a transformative and gender transgressing            

process. The free character of YouTube enabled the researcher to engage with the             

work of a few famous content creators, before deciding on the specific case study of               

this thesis. 
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3.1.4. How the YouTuber case was chosen 

 

Having already watched a very extensive selection of YouTube beauty videos before            

the beginning of the research, the researcher had noticed some specific patterns in             

the discourses and in the visuals. For most beauty gurus, there are certain elements              

that are so highlighted orally and visually, that they become set apart from the rest of                

the discourses. Being very interested in both the cultural sociology of the sacred, and              

the YouTube beauty genre, the researcher decided to combine the two fields, and try              

to research whether the theory of the sacred can apply in the performance of beauty               

gurus, thus, whether the discourses that become highlighted in these videos are            

indeed connected to some sacred meanings. 

 

Keeping in mind the logistical constraint of having to carry out a detailed research in               

a period of three months, the researcher had to choose a beauty guru case that               

would be representative of the visual aesthetics of the beauty genre of YouTube, as              

well as of its discourses. This resulted in them choosing Jeffree Star, who is currently               

the owner of the second largest YouTube beauty channel of the English-speaking            

world, having around fifteen million subscribers. But why was he chosen and not the              

owner of the first largest channel? His overall celebrity background, which was            

presented in the introduction, makes him an internet celebrity that was already well             

loved by people way before deciding to take up YouTube professionally. His success             

and his preference by people are also proven by the fact that he was the only beauty                 

YouTuber that was featured in the Forbes list for 2018 (Berg and Robehmed 2018). 

 

There was a hypothesis that facilitated this choice. This hypothesis was that if so              

many millions of people have chosen to subscribe to his channel, then, Jeffree Star              

probably acts as a source of cultural and social meaning-making, as many celebrities             

do, offering “powerful affirmations of belonging, recognition and meaning in the midst            

of the lives of their audiences” (Rojek 2001, 53-54). It was therefore considered             
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possible that there are specific meanings to be found in Jeffree Star’s performance             

that have established him as a celebrity beauty guru on YouTube. Of course, the              

sacred is often in the eye of the beholder, and one would definitely need to do an                 

audience research if they wanted to understand how Star’s audience understands           

his work and its relevance to the sacred. However, in his performance, there are              

specific visual and oral elements that are highlighted so much that they are not part               

of the mundane any more, but become set apart, and therefore, could potentially             

evoke sacred meanings. 

 

Also, it is important to note that the YouTube beauty format is not a format in which                 

the audience is passive, but one in which it is rather active. In beauty videos, the                

viewer can witness the beauty guru having a dialogue with their audience, even if the               

audience is not there. In this sense, beauty vlogs are collaborative, since the beauty              

guru reads the comments and the video requests of their followers. He or she tries to                

incorporate the demands of the viewers and their thoughts in his/her performance,            

acting, in a way, as the representative of the collective values of the adherents of the                

beauty genre, which are also known as the beauty community. In Jeffree Star’s             

videos one can definitely watch that. His performance feels like a friendly encounter             

with the audience, as if the audience is physically present. 

 

The concept of sensational forms is therefore relevant. Beauty videos are           

technological media that act as sensational forms, mediating the potentially sacred           

guru performances. Beauty gurus then act as the transmitters of a potentially sacred             

message, and beauty viewers as the receivers of it. So, beauty videos act as the               

in-between space between the transmitter and the receiver, that mediates          

perceptions of constructs that are so important for the guru, they potentially end up              

being sacred. 

 

So let us now move on to a description of the way in which the researcher sampled                 

their data. 
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3.2. Collection of data 

 

As Varis states, when one carries out research using the method of digital             

ethnography, they should not be so interested in collecting a lot of data. They should               

rather be interested in is the collection of manageable amounts of data, which would              

then be analysed in detail and with a lot of accuracy, along with the help of a                 

meticulous theoretical framework (Varis 2016, 57). 

 

In light of this recommendation, and definitely influenced by the limited research            

time, the researcher chose to analyse three videos of the beauty guru Jeffree Star.              

The main criterion for making this choice was popularity. Another criterion of choice             

was that these videos should be either related to makeup, or to the guru’s personal               

life and their values, in order to keep the “sensational” element in the discussion.              

Finally, none of the videos chosen should have been uploaded to the channel more              

than three years ago, in order to still be relevant. 

 

Keeping in mind that Jeffree Star has around fifteen million subscribers, the            

researcher wanted to review videos that had at least ten million views each, in order               

to ensure that these had been watched by at least two thirds of Star’s subscribers,               

and, were, therefore, good examples of Star’s work. This in order to make sure that               

the videos researched were well-loved by the YouTube audience. In order to find             

what the most popular videos of Jeffree Star were, the researcher used YouTube’s             

option to list a channel’s videos from the most to the least popular. 

 

Having in mind all of the above criteria, as well as being familiar with the content of                 

Jeffree Star’s videos as a regular viewer, the researcher took one day to watch              

videos of his channel that did tick the boxes mentioned above. At the end of the day,                 

three videos were selected, amounting to a total duration of sixty-nine minutes and             
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seventy-eight seconds. They had, therefore, a little more than an hour’s content to             

analyse. 

 

The first of the chosen videos is the channel’s most watched video, uploaded on the               

17th of July 2018. It is titled “Full Face of Brands that Hate Me”, and it has thirty-one                  

millions of views in total (May 2019). Its duration is thirty minutes and twenty              

seconds. The second sample that was chosen is the channel’s third video, titled             

“Destroying Makeup we Hated in 2018 ft. James Charles”. It was uploaded on the 1st               

of January 2019, and it has been viewed almost sixteen million times (May 2019). It               

lasts twenty-three minutes and seventeen seconds. These two videos were chosen           

due to their popularity, as well as due to their makeup related content. However, the               

third video that was chosen is not so much related to makeup, but it is rather related                 

to Star’s personal life. The title is “The Truth About my Relationship”. It was uploaded               

on the 14th of June of 2017, and it has almost twelve millions of views in total (May                  

2019). It lasts sixteen minutes and fourty-one seconds. 

 

3.3. Data analysis 

 

3.3.1. Thick description 

 

The analysis of the ethnographic data took place following Clifford Geertz’s           

ethnographic concept of “thick description” (Geertz 1973). These videos and the           

culture that they belong in were firstly reviewed in a thick way, in the sense that they                 

were approached in a deep hermeneutical way, as pieces of a very particular culture,              

which has emerged in a specific historical context, and which embodies specific            

meanings that are becoming sacred for its adherents. 

 

Video 1 (V1) 
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Title Full face of brands that hate me 

Upload date 17 July 2018 

Duration 30 minutes and 19 seconds 

Total views 31.854.844 

 

In this video one can see Jeffree Star doing his makeup using products by brands that “hate him”. He is wearing                     

a light blue jacket with rainbow stripes, which has a “my little pony” stamp on it. He is unmade up and has his icy                        

blonde hair down, and his tattoos are very prominent. His nails are painted mustard yellow. He is in the centre of                     

the frame, and his background is a bold light blue one. 

 

In the opening scene of the video he is saying “hello everybody, well, today, we’re taking out the trash”, while                    

also waving his star-shaped mirror like a magic wand. He is being ironic through the whole video, which is                   

showcased through the faces that he makes, and through the tone of his voice. His sense of humour is dramatic,                    

as is his narrative throughout the video. 

 

The video has a confessional character which aims at unveiling the truth about what several beauty brands have                  

done to him and why there is a reciprocal sense of hate between him and the brands mentioned. He starts the                     

video by explaining how to understand if a makeup product has expired. He then starts doing his makeup using a                    

product by Too Faced Cosmetics, and he explains the drama that has been going on between him and the                   

former owner of the brand, by offering screenshots and receipts of what has happened. He says “you’ll never see                   

me review anything from this brand on my channel again, I don’t like to support people who are evil or really                     

nasty”. Then, he throws away the product mentioned. 

 

He continues with talking about Tarte cosmetics, and he discusses the outrageous lack of dark foundation                

shades in their line, promising to put many foundation shades in the market when his brand, Jeffree Star                  

Cosmetics, launches its first foundation. In the same way, he later calls out Chanel for not having a concealer                   

shade light enough for him. 

 

Star later uses a face powder by Huda beauty, offering the dramatic backstory on the product. He claims that                   

Huda beauty stole a promotional photoshoot concept by an indie brand, and now will not acknowledge it. He says                   

that Huda keeps making money hoping for the fiasco to be forgotten, and that he “can’t relate” with that.                   

Generally, throughout the narrative, he uses “can’t relate” a lot, differentiating his ethical stance towards beauty                

from the nasty stance the beauty companies discussed take. 
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Then, he tries to contour with a contour stick which does not blend properly, and he is being overly dramatic,                    

claiming that it looks like mud on his face, and also that he thanks god that he does not have to go out after                        

filming this video. Here one can see his “wow” stance towards beauty, as well as his guru nature, which can                    

separate the good product consistencies from the bad ones. 

 

He later on proceeds to using makeup by his old friend, Kat Von D, putting out a warning towards Kat Von D fans                       

that they have never met her, and having been her friend for ten years, he knows how nasty she is in reality. He                       

gives the dramatic backstory to how they are not friends anymore because she was jealous of his success, and                   

he offers receipts on how Kat Von D is a person that has not done him justice, although he considered her a                      

friend. He says he “can’t relate” again. 

 

Star later puts on his highlighter and his blush, both of which he says that he dislikes because they are not                     

pigmented enough. He says “hello?” and knocks on their packaging ironically. Here one can see his quest for                  

exciting products and bold beauty. 

 

Then, he discusses a scandal which took place when a fellow beauty YouTuber of his, Jaclyn Hill launched an                   

eyeshadow palette that was not performing well. He supports Hill, and he says that “she is one of the original                    

gurus here on YouTube, so… respect!”. Here one can see him perform his guru nature and affirm the enlightened                   

nature that beauty gurus have on makeup issues, which highlights their technical capital. 

 

He later uses two more products that are overpriced and do not perform the way that he wants, disapproving of                    

the fact. He ends the video asking his followers not to go and give people hate because he does not even care                      

about these brands. He affirms his authenticity by saying “I just wanted to be candid with you guys, tell you guys                     

the real tea, so that we can move along and you guys can know what’s up”. He later closes the video by saying                       

goodbye to his followers. 

 

Throughout the video, the discourse is very explicit, with a lot of swearing and a lot of dramatic gestures. The                    

video is a ritual of transformation, but this transformation has the character of a purification, since the products                  

that are used are later on thrown in the trash (which is not shown on camera), signifying the victory of the beauty                      

community over brands that are not ethical, inclusive, just and kind enough. Star is essentially performing the                 

nature of a wise and kind makeup guru, while also putting to the table ethical issues that do not necessarily only                     

concern the world of makeup, like the fact that one should not steal or treat their friends badly for profit or out of                       

jealousy. 

 

Video 2 (V2) 
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Title Destroying makeup we hated in 2018 feat. James Charles 

Upload date 1 January 2019 

Duration 23 minutes and 16 seconds 

Total views 18.695.101 

 

The video starts with Jeffree Star in the centre of the frame as always. He is sitting in front of a bold pink                       

background, wearing a bright red jacket with white stripes. He is wearing a bold and glittery red and purple                   

smokey eye. His nails are bright baby blue and his hair is tied up. 

 

He opens the video by waving his star-shaped mirror like a magic wand, making a self-reference to his fairy-like,                   

star persona. He makes a review of 2018 and says “we learned a big lesson last year: Don’t come for Jeffree                     

Star, cause you’ll end your career”. His overly dramatic tone signifies his wow nature, but also the performance of                   

his authority as a guru. He claims to have the authority to cancel the careers of others in the makeup industry. He                      

then says “now let’s dive into the tea”, signifying that this video is also going to be confessional, and it is going to                       

unveil hidden truths on the makeup world. 

 

He embeds pictures of his dogs and says it is the best thing to wake up next to Nate, his boyfriend, and their six                        

dogs every day. One can clearly see limits of the private being blurred again, in what could be described as a                     

performance of authenticity. Of course, authenticity is also performed through him thanking his followers for               

supporting his brand, and creating an intimate bond with them, and also through him confessing how his life has                   

changed through living it online. He then offers insight on the prizes that he, as a beauty influencer, won in 2018.                     

His technical capital is highlighted here. 

 

Throughout the video he swears a lot, which can be considered as another authenticity element. He also uses                  

plenty of drag slang words, which signifies his understanding of gender as a non-binary concept. Then, he is                  

joined by his fellow beauty YouTuber James Charles, in order for them to destroy makeup that they did not like in                     

2018. Charles is also dressed in the same striped jacket, but in another colour, and he is also heavily made up.                     

Their camp aesthetics is definitely obvious. 

 

Together they say that they are going to donate money to charity, performing their ethical, guru natures. Star                  

says that it is important to give makeup to people who need it in order to go to job interviews or just to feel                        

beautiful. One can clearly see how makeup is considered to be a tool of self-transformation and empowerment                 

here. 
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In the next scene, Star gives Charles a pair of Louis Vuitton gloves, so as not to burn his nails, because they will                       

actually destroy the makeup by burning it. We can see the performance of an exclusive lifestyle here. He starts                   

showing him the makeup products that they will destroy. They claim that they will burn some lip glosses by                   

Victoria’s Secret due to the company’s hate towards trans and plus-sized people. They also are ready to burn                  

some Huda beauty palettes, because Huda is homophobic. Finally, they want to burn the Beauty Blender                

foundation for its unacceptable lack of shades. One can therefore see them perform their guru natures by                 

wanting to destroy makeup products by brands that are not inclusive, establishing, this way, an ethical approach                 

towards beauty. 

 

Of course, not every product that they want to burn has a story behind it, but some of them just did not work as                        

they should have. The two gurus showcase their technical makeup knowledge again, by highlighting how makeup                

products should be in order to be able to take the self to its full potential of transformation. 

 

They then are wearing their protective masks and start burning the makeup products in a ritual way. The whole                   

process of burning reminds the viewer of the burning of the evil. Why are they burning and not destroying? The                    

whole choice of using a flamethrower can be read in a Christian-inspired way, since the evil is burnt in Hell. While                     

they are burning the various makeup items, they dramatically say “bye!”, and also scream with excitement. The                 

camera is making close ups to the products being burnt, enhancing the dramatic nature of what is being                  

performed. The two gurus also burn a Chanel bag, showcasing their excessive, luxury lifestyle. They later burn                 

the palettes that their companies produced, affirming this way that the pigments work even after one burns them. 

 

Towards the end of the video, the two protagonists put the rest of the makeup products in a circle and start                     

smashing them with hammers. The circle is a definite ritualistic placement. All in all, the whole video could be                   

characterised as a purification ritual, which aims to start the new year in a clean and ethical way, at least beauty                     

wise. 

 

Video 3 (V3) 

Title The truth about my relationship 

Upload date 14 June 2017 

Duration 16 mins and 40 seconds 

Total views 11.694.127 
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In this video, Jeffree Star confesses to his followers everything regarding his personal life. The viewer can see                  

him in the center of the frame, having his blonde hair down, and wearing a self-referential, star-patterned jacket.                  

His nails are very long and bold, with colourful crystals on them. He is also wearing a simple makeup look, with a                      

very very bold highlighter on his cheekbones. 

 

The video is a confession ritual. Jeffree Star becomes vulnerable, opens up and creates an intimate bond of trust                   

between him and his audience. All of these elements are elements of authenticity. He begins the narration by                  

saying that he lives his life online and he constantly has to face and tackle the lies that complete strangers make                     

up about him and his boyfriend. He then performs his guru nature by saying “we’re in a very weird time in the                      

world where other people’s success or happiness makes other people angry, and I can’t understand that”. He                 

offers many quotes like this one throughout the video, acting like a wise, ethical and knowledgeable guru. 

 

He defends his boyfriend Nathan from rumours that want him to be dating Jeffree Star only for his money.                   

Performing authenticity, Star says “I’m going to keep it so real you guys, as always”, and then he offers the story                     

on how he met Nathan, and how Nathan is from a small town in Michigan which differs from the fake world of Los                       

Angeles, and people have actual problems, instead of luxury problems. 

 

Throughout the discourse, Star swears a lot, and this is another element affirming his authenticity. He narrates                 

his music career, and the fact that he was always dating people that were straight in their public lives, but behind                     

closed doors dated people like him, afraid of going public about their sexual preference. He says he was always                   

kept like a secret, and this is how he was single for so long. The private and the public is definitely blurred again,                       

which is another element of authenticity. 

 

He later says that he was born a male, but he is against labels, and he feels he is just Jeffree. He explicitly                       

expresses his dislike towards the social norms on gender. He says that because of that, he was never accepted                   

by the straight people that he liked, and therefore, he was never fully loved, until he found his boyfriend. He                    

narrates the moment in which he saw Nate for the first time, and he says he was “breathless”, and he had felt “a                       

real bond”. He says that he now knows he is fully in love, and that it took him twenty nine years to find someone                        

decent, loving and respectful. Here he really performs his guru nature, showcasing his experience and his                

wisdom on relationships. 

 

His guru nature and wisdom is also performed later, when he says that all the people who try to break up his                      

relationship need help, and they will later in life understand what a dark place they are in in their own lives.  

 

He says that he feels accepted and loved for the first time, and he is making this video to let his followers know.                       

He is becoming emotional, and develops an intimate bond with his viewers through informing them on how he                  
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feels. The whole ritual of confession that is enacted is actually an authenticity practice that lets the protagonist                  

reveal their real, true, inner self. 

 

This video ends with Star saying thank you to his followers for showing trust and support. This way Star affirms                    

his guru nature and his dynamic of being the leader of a whole internet community. 

 

 

After having watched the selected videos, the researcher wrote their summaries,           

describing the performances showcased in them in a thick way. The whole process             

of thick description lasted two days. Having a thick description of the video             

performances later helped the researcher interpret specific details of the          

performances, since they were aware of the broader context in which these            

performances belonged. Each video was then reviewed separately, with the          

researcher keeping detailed field notes with their observations of the videos’ visual            

elements and oral discourses. The researcher conducted their digital field work in the             

course of fifteen days, in which each video was seen as many times as were needed                

in order for no new observations to occur. The allocated time for observing each              

video was five days. 

 

3.3.2. Coding 

 

The field observations made were then organised into a coding system, by means of              

ethnographic content analysis. According to Altheide, “Ethnographic content analysis         

(ECA) refers to an integrated method, procedure, and technique for locating,           

identifying, retrieving, and analysing documents for their relevance, significance, and          

meaning” (Altheide 2008, 287). The thick descriptions of the three videos helped the             

researcher to construct the main discourses used by Jeffree Star in his videos. The              

use of ECA focused on showcasing these discourses that recursively became           

highlighted by Jeffree Star, and were the main pillars making up the overall meaning              

of the video. 
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The categories of emergence of sacred meanings were created after careful           

observation of Star’s language, movements, style of dressing up and makeup, and            

tone of voice. One should not forget that Star is a new media celebrity, and as such,                 

his performance characteristics are very much in line with the ones that were             

presented in the first chapter. Influenced by the main performance concepts that            

were discussed in the first chapter, as well as having made thorough observations,             

the researcher realised that the performance characteristics that recursively         

appeared and became highlighted throughout the videos were very closely          

connected to the concepts that they described in their literature review on new media              

celebrity performance. Therefore, the researcher inductively came up with five          

coding categories, by combining the thick descriptions of the videos with the            

literature concepts used. These initial coding categories acted as umbrella          

categories under which smaller performance patterns, observed during digital         

fieldwork, were teamed by the researcher. The coding process was continuous, with            

new codes emerging through the whole phase of data analysis, in order to match the               

researcher’s field notes. 

 

According to Benaquisto, “the goals of code creation are to identify categories and             

themes by making their criteria explicit and providing evidence for them - and the              

conclusions based on them - that is drawn from the data” (Benaquisto 2008, 85).              

Benaquisto argues that if one wants to code “social science constructs”, like the             

sacred is in this case, then they can impose their own categories from the beginning,               

based on the literature that supports their research (Benaquisto 2008, 86). Since the             

aim of this research was to identify areas of sacred meaning in the work of beauty                

gurus, the researcher made use of the concept of the sociocultural construction of             

the sacred, as developed by Jeffrey Alexander and Gordon Lynch. An analytical            

presentation of their views on the sacred can be found in the previous chapter. 
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The sacred in this thesis was defined as something that runs through culture, and              

therefore can be found in the culture of YouTube as well. It is set apart, in the sense                  

that it is put on a pedestal by the guru, giving meaning to their actions and to their                  

perception of beauty and self, and implicitly, to the views of the whole community of               

subscribers that they represent. But the sacred is also something emerging here and             

now, it is relevant to today’s life and to today’s social discourses. Finally, it is not                

purely moral in nature, but it could also have certain immoral aspects. The main              

coding categories of visual and oral discourse were therefore created with regard to             

the above criteria. We can understand what is meaningful to the guru by observing              

the main patterns emerging in his or her performance, and the way that some of               

these patterns are being more highlighted than others, while, at the same time, they              

also play a more important role in the thematic cohesion of the videos than the rest                

do. 

 

The researcher therefore based the main codes used on the interpretation of the             

performance of the guru, in light of the academic literature used. The field             

observations of the researcher were divided into five main coding categories, which            

then were divided into smaller categories in order for the researcher to extract as              

many details as possible from their material. 

 

The main codes that the researcher came up with were: 1) Guru Nature, 2) The               

Wow, 3) Beyond Gender, 4) Authenticity, 5) Rituality. These categories sum up the             

main areas of beliefs and practices that become set apart in the discourses of              

Jeffree Star’s videos, filling the guru’s performance and sense of self with meaning. It              

should be noted that these codes were inductively produced through merging the            

thick descriptions and the observations in them with the main concepts on the             

performance of new media celebrities, that were discussed in the first chapter. The             

four of the five final codes that indicate areas of performance that denote potential              

sacred meanings occurred through an operationalisation of the concepts of          

reflexivity, exclusivity, exoticism and authenticity respectively, that were all described          

in the first chapter (the fifth code, rituality, was purely based on observations).             
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Through a close reading of the thick descriptions and the theory, the researcher             

discovered a link between the general theory of the performance of influencers and             

what they observed in the performance of beauty gurus. 

 

To be more specific, in the first chapter, a lot was said on reflexivity as a                

performance element of new media celebrities. New media celebrities know that they            

have some sort of technical capital that their followers do not have, and this is what                

they often build their celebrity upon. Jeffree Star performs like a wise persona,             

someone reflexive, who is exceptional at what he is doing. His exceptionalism is             

inviolable, since he is the ultimate symbol of technical makeup knowledge.           

Therefore, this is how the “guru nature” code occurred. 

 

Exclusivity and exoticism are two more elements of new media celebrity that have             

been discussed in the first chapter. In Star’s videos, one can see the idea of having                

an exclusive, luxurious, wow lifestyle becoming set apart, along with the importance            

of being different, and rejecting gender labels. This observation led the researcher            

come up with the codes “the wow” and “beyond gender” respectively. 

 

Finally, a broad discussion on authenticity in new media took place in chapter one.              

Seeing the performance of Star, the researcher realised that indeed, authenticity as            

a theoretical concept becomes an inviolable value which is highlighted in all of the              

videos observed. Finally, the researcher observed ritual performance in the videos of            

Star. In his vlogs, we can witness rituals keeping the beauty world from profanation,              

as well as rituals of confession. 

 

An analytical coding guide with all the codes and sub-codes used can be found in               

Appendix 1. 
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Conclusion 

 

This chapter discussed the way in which this research approached its main            

concepts, as well as the way in which it was structured. Finally, it familiarised the               

reader with the key methodological tools of digital ethnography, thick description and            

ethnographic content analysis, and it introduced the codes that were used in the data              

analysis which can be found in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 4 

Analysis & Discussion 

Introduction 

 

This chapter will analyse and discuss the data that occurred from the empirical             

research for this thesis. It will give details as to why the five codes that were used in                  

the coding process of the data were considered sacred, and what they mean for the               

way that the YouTube beauty genre and its gurus function in today’s culture. 

 

4.1. Guru Nature 

 

In Jeffree Star’s performance, one can clearly see the performance of his beauty             

guru nature becoming set apart. His guru nature is what gives meaning to the way               

that he and his community perceive his persona. In the three videos that were              

analysed, he does not explicitly call himself a guru, although, talking about his fellow              

beauty YouTuber Jaclyn Hill in the first video, he says “she is one of the original                

beauty gurus here on YouTube, so… respect!”. This statement of his confirms the             

fact that he does not make videos as an everyday person, but as someone who has                

the title of the “guru”. Being a guru is a set apart notion in the first place, since, the                   

term guru alone implies a wisdom deficit on behalf of everyday people, and             

differentiates the YouTuber from the mundane world. Exceptionalism and reflexivity          

as characteristics of the new media influencer were broadly discussed in the first             

chapter of this thesis (Abidin 2018; Strangelove 2010), and these are the            

performance elements that mainly differentiate the beauty guru from the everyday           

person and put him on a pedestal. A makeup guru has technical capital related to               

makeup that their followers do not necessarily have, and they know it. The following              
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paragraphs will discuss the characteristics making up the sacred performance of           

Jeffree Star more analytically. 

 

To start with, Jeffree Star claims and legitimizes his authority and leadership over his              

community in the following ways. In all of the three videos, one can see him               

introducing the videos and saying hi to his followers holding paraphernalia that he             

uses as sceptres. In the third video (V3) his sceptre, which he waves like a magic                

wand, is a lip gloss. But in the first (V1) and the second video (V2), the sceptre that                  

he holds comes in the form of a star-shaped mirror, with the Jeffree Star Cosmetics               

logo. Holding this mirror is a self-referential way for him to establish his             

entrepreneurial authority and his legacy over the YouTube community that follows           

him. But apart from that, his authority over his community and the makeup world is               

established by him making statements like “I’m busy running a multi-million dollar            

company, or maybe five companies” (V1), “don’t come for Jeffree Star, cause you’ll             

end your career” (V2), “In 2018, I was in Forbes magazine for the top-10 highest               

growing YouTubers, which was so insane!” (V2), “I won the beauty category for             

paper magazine” (V2). One could finally say that he states his authority over the              

makeup world by his performance of being an extremely bold androgynous persona            

who is challenging the conventional beauty norms, while being followed by millions            

of people, and having a very successful cosmetics brand. 

 

Jeffree Star guides his followers into the sacred mission of finding their most bold              

and beautiful selves. He tells them what to do and what not to do, and not only when                  

it comes to makeup. He recognises that he leads a community, and he is thankful for                

that. Some examples of that are the following phrases: “Don’t ever go and send              

anyone any hate, because this is just my personal feelings” (V1), “I just wanted to               

say “thank you” to everyone out there that watches my channel, that watches my              

reviews and my makeup tutorials and that trusts me for my opinion, you know that’s               

what I’m here for and I love you guys so much” (V3), “We have a lot in store for you                    

guys, there’s so much content coming, and if you guys are not subscribed to James’               

channel, follow him on all social media” (V2). Of course, one should not overlook the               
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intimate and emotional relationship with his followers, that him making such           

statements indicates. 

 

The kind of beauty that Jeffree Star stands for is the boldest and most eccentric               

possible. In his beauty guru performance, one can often see the quest for exciting              

products. He is not looking for beauty products offering subtle and mediocre results,             

but, on the contrary, he seeks beauty products that have the power to transform the               

person into their boldest possible version. Also, as a makeup brand owner, he tries              

to bring crazy products that work to the market, and he believes that when the               

consumer pays for a beauty product, this product should be exciting enough to             

deserve the money. This we can understand by phrases like “For 95 dollars, I              

expected it to be beautiful and blinding and all I got was chalk” (V1), where he talks                 

about a highlighting product, and “We have a Sephora pallet...live for Sephora, but             

this one was powdery” (V2). Star does not approve of beauty products that are              

mediocre and everyday, but he rather wants exceptional quality and performance. In            

this aspect of his beauty guru nature we can really witness the influence of spiritual               

capitalism over what he does. Potent beauty products are really worshipped, since            

they are considered as tools for a successful transformation that will help the person              

the best version of themself. 

 

Star can separate attention worthy products from the rest, because his makeup            

knowledge is extremely vast. From makeup techniques and makeup product          

consistencies, which he is an expert in as a beauty brand owner, to gossip coming               

from the beauty world, he generally knows his field very well. His makeup knowledge              

clearly differs from that of an everyday person. He does have an exceptional             

technical capital which he is aware of. This technical capital gives him his symbolic              

capital, which is summed up in his guru status. We can witness that in the beginning                

of V1, where he explains to his followers how to recognise if an item of makeup has                 

expired. Also, in the same video, he talks about other brands, which he characterises              

as “consistent”, approving their past product formulas, and later offering tips on how             

to blend cream products (V1). Finally, in the second video, he explains why he thinks               
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that specific formulas are “horrible” (V2), making judgements and remarks that only a             

real makeup connoisseur could make. 

 

Another element of Star’s performance of his sacred guru nature is his “ask and you               

will receive” attitude. He is a content creator that takes the requests of his followers               

seriously, asking them what they would like to see, and bringing it to them (e.g. “Do                

you guys wanna see me collab with someone for my brand? The comment section is               

yours, bitch, let me know!” (V1) and “if you guys want more storytime videos, let me                

know in the comments down below” (V3)). But also, he considers his guru nature as               

a nature responsible to donate goods to those in need. Therefore, he claims that he               

has “done a lot of giving away lately” (V1), and also, he boldly expresses his               

charitable nature by saying “I love giving back, I’m all about charity” (V2). In that               

sense, he differentiates himself from the profane world of greed, and performs the             

ultimate good practice of sharing with and caring for those in need. This element of               

his guru performance resembles the performance of an actual, religious guru. Last            

but not least, one should not ignore the obvious biblical parallelism in this             

performance. 

 

The final sub-code that was used for the analysis of the set apart guru nature of                

Jeffree Star is that of ethical talk. As a guru of beauty, Jeffree Star preaches               

inclusive beauty for everyone, no matter their skin colour, gender, or social class.             

This becomes evident in phrases like the following ones: “we need brands to start              

making way more foundation shades” (V1), “if you are a brand in 2019 and you               

wanna release foundation, please do more than 5 shades” (V2). The inviolable,            

sacred place that ethics has in Star’s approach to beauty is particularly showcased in              

the first two videos. In V1, Star performs a makeup transformation ritual with             

products made by brands who have either been unethical, stealing concepts of other             

brands, or not having enough shades for people of colour, before ritually throwing             

everything in the trash. In the second video, Star, with the help of fellow beauty guru                

James Charles, ritually burn makeup produced by brands like Huda beauty and            

Victoria’s secret, accusing them of homophobia and transphobia respectively. This          
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way, they purify the beauty industry by traces of anything negative and evil, and              

become sacred symbols embodying the beauty community’s demand for beauty          

representation for everyone. Finally, another aspect of the ethical discourse in           

Jeffree Star’s performance is his disapproval towards degrading and disrespectful          

attitudes, as becomes evident in V3, where he calls out people on YouTube who              

own channels with gossip content: “while they’re degrading me and my man, they’re             

making money off of that. So you’re making money off of people’s sadness or anger               

or pain or lies, and it’s just kinda crazy, we live in a whole another world… a lot of                   

people hate to see others happy, we’ re in a very weird time in the world where other                  

people’s success or happiness makes other people upset, jealous, angry, and I            

really can’t understand that” (V3). 

 

4.2. The Wow 

 

The second sacred element in the performance of Jeffree Star is his performance of              

what was coded as “the wow”. As we have previously argued in this thesis, Jeffree               

Star’s videos act as sensational forms, exactly because they mediate the element of             

“the wow”, which is becoming set apart, since being “wow”, not basic and everyday,              

is an inviolable rule for Star. He performs a persona which is provocative (he swears               

and calls out makeup brands), eccentric (he makes bold, colourful fashion and            

makeup choices in all of the three videos, he has colourful long nails and tattoos all                

over his body, controversial (some people love him while others hate him, his view              

on beauty would be insulting to those preaching simplicity and classic beauty),            

non-binary (he performs characteristics of both the male and the female gender),            

and definitely causes a feeling of awe to the viewer. Star’s videos become a way for                

his viewers to experience an “wow” lifestyle, and an “wow” sense of self. 

 

The first component of the set apart notion of the wow is Star’s lux lifestyle. Star                

shows off his wealth by either discussing it (e.g. [talking about his boyfriend] “we              

have a house in Calabasas together, we have four dogs [in a later video he claims                
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he has six dogs], we have this amazing life...When I met him, I had really just started                 

my company, I was not wealthy, I was not a millionaire, I did not have a crazy brand”                  

(V3)), or by showing his luxury items on camera (it is remarkable that in V2 he burns                 

a Chanel bag as part of the purification ritual that he and Charles perform, along with                

numerous other very expensive beauty products). In V2 he also refers to another             

video that he made, titled “Doing my Makeup on Tesla Autopilot”, in which he              

showcases his overly expensive, custom-made, pink Tesla, which has sci-fi inspired           

sliding doors. Going back to the discourse of the exclusivity of new media             

influencers, which took place in the first chapter, one could claim that Star’s videos              

mediate the sacred notion of having an “wow”, luxurious and exclusive life in order to               

obtain symbolic capital and be happy, which is a discourse particularly thriving in the              

era of spiritual capitalism (Lofton 2017). 

 

It is not a coincidence that Star has named one of his six dogs Drama (V2). His                 

performance of “the wow” is in large made up by his addiction to drama in all shapes                 

and forms. From making bold and dramatic makeup choices, which one can clearly             

see all of the three videos, to using a dramatic tone and facial expressions like “[Evil                

laughter] We all know about this fiasco” and “[talking about a makeup item] Forgot              

about it, don’t care about it, and it’s time it goes in the trash [makes ironic face]” (V1).                  

The discourses in his videos are over-exaggerated, making things seem dramatic           

even when they are not (e.g. “[talking about a cream bronzer] I don’t even remember               

if this blends out good, I’m scared now” and “Oh my god, It looks like I got punched!”                  

(V1)). Star generally performs an over-exaggerated version of himself, using          

theatrical elements both visually and orally. This over-exaggeration is in line with the             

whole discourse on Camp, which was mentioned in the first chapter. According to             

Sontag, Camp is, among other things that would fit the case of Star, “the love of the                 

exaggerated”, the androgynous and the theatrical (Sontag 1964, 3). Sharp, quirky           

and ironic humour is also a big dramatic element in Star’s discourse. “We love a               

good legal roundabout”, he says in V2. Of course, the fact that he and Charles do                

not just talk badly of makeup companies whose views have insulted them, but they              

end up burning products by these brands is a ritualistic, theatrical act which is the               
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epitome of drama (V2). Being dramatic is a very large part of the sacred element of                

“the wow” in Star’s performance, since it invokes awe on behalf of the everyday              

viewer, as an exotic, campy way of living life. 

 

4.3. Authenticity 

 

The discourse of authenticity is another sacred element in the performance of Jeffree             

Star. As discussed in the first chapter, authenticity is one of the main characteristics              

of Internet celebrity. Star is authentic in the sense that he is not crafted, he is not                 

manufactured by the cultural agents of traditional media. On the contrary, he is             

self-made, since he rose to fame exactly for being (an authentic version of) himself.              

“If you could name a core value on YouTube, it’s authenticity” (Wesch as quoted by               

Strangelove 2010, 64). In this sense, authenticity becomes a notion which is set             

apart. One could claim the existence of an oxymoron here. On YouTube, one can              

witness a performance of the everyday by multi-millionaires like Star, who are not             

everyday, or rather average, at all. It is not always the case that YouTube stars are                

indeed themselves on camera. They rather perform a decently everyday version of            

themselves. A very important aspect of the performance of authenticity is the fact             

that the potential of the self to achieve anything is highlighted. Authenticity is             

essentially the idea that the everyday self is enough to conquer the world. Format              

wise, this is particularly highlighted in Star’s videos by the position of the camera,              

which puts him in the centre of the frame, by the use of non structured speech (e.g.                 

using “like” a lot), as well as by the fact that, in all of the three videos, he constantly                   

addresses his viewers as “you guys” and “y’all”, as if he is casually chatting to a few                 

close friends. But more on authenticity will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 

 

As it has been argued earlier, the confession format is a big part of performing               

authenticity on YouTube. Confession is perceived as a practice which brings the            

inner truth of the individual to the surface, and therefore reveals the real self. All of                

the videos that were discussed have the element of confession in them. In V1,              
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Jeffree Star confesses various feuds that he has had with old friends and owners of               

companies that do not like him anymore, giving his viewers very personal details. In              

his own words, he is sipping some “tea”, which stands for truth. In the beginning of                

V2, he confesses how his life has changed by living it online. Finally, V3 is a                

confession from its beginning to its end, since Star talks about his relationship, and              

gives a history of his love life that could easily be considered as oversharing. It is                

worthy to note that the video is named “The Truth About My Relationship”, which is               

another sign of the confessional nature of the video, and of how offering one’s inner               

truth online becomes an inviolable rule. 

 

Jeffree Star is a celebrity who suggests that he wants to keep it real. He does so by                  

recalling where he came from, and stating that he does not want to betray the               

audience that made him the celebrity that he is. Talking about selling his products on               

Sephora, he says that “[Sephora] they’re very corporate, and right now that’s not the              

path I wanna go”. (V1). Star is real because he is still himself besides being on the                 

top of YouTube. He refuses to go corporate, sell-out and become a typical corporate              

brand owner who is not true to where they come from, and essentially, ends up               

being fake. He recognises the struggles of everyday life, and the fact that there is an                

everyday world that does not look like the fake world of fashion and beauty. While               

discussing his boyfriend, he says that “When I met Nathan, he had no idea, you               

guys, what any designer was. He is a small town boy from Michigan, and people               

there don’t give a fuck about Louis Vuitton and Chanel, they are literally trying to pay                

the rent and, you know, try to find a job, they’re not wrapped up in social media or                  

any of these bullshit” (V3). He also uses the word “real” a lot, in an effort to validate                  

the reality of his statements (e.g. “I’m going to keep it so real as usual”, “If we’re                 

going to be really real” (V3), “that’s the real tea” (V1)). Finally, another aspect of him                

keeping it real is the fact that he speaks out against people and companies inside               

the beauty industry that are fake, or not authentic enough. The whole discourse in              

V1 consists a great example of that. 
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Another discourse embedded in the sacred performance of authenticity is the           

discourse of being yourself. Star performs this principle by being unapologetic for            

who he is, although he does not fit any norm. It can be argued that he makes his                  

vulnerability a tool for claiming authenticity. In V3, he extensively discusses the            

issue, by saying things like “Y’all know I’m not perfect”, “We all have our issues, and                

we’ve all had our past, and we all come from something, we all come from, you                

know, whether it’s a good or a dark past, and, you know, when you meet someone,                

they have to figure it out, and they have to realise like ‘Oh my god, can I really                  

accept this person for everything that they are’”, and last but not least, “[Talking              

about his boyfriend’s family] at the end of the day, once the makeup is all off and I’m                  

just sitting there, they accept me for me”. 

 

The final element in the sacred performance of Star’s authenticity is the fact that he               

openly discusses about feelings and swears, possibly as a way to create emotional             

ties with his followers. He has an attitude that breaks all the rules of how               

communication with strangers should typically be. He really considers his millions of            

followers to be just a small circle of friends. In a way, the public is merged with the                  

private, since he makes his personal feelings very visible (e.g. “I told myself we’re              

not gonna cry on YouTube” and “It almost feels like a part of me is missing” (V3)). At                  

the same time, his dislike or impatience is graphically showcased by his use of very               

explicit language, which is a common element that can be found in all of the three                

videos analysed. 

 

4.4. Beyond Gender 

 

Another element that becomes set apart in the discourse of Jeffree Star is that his               

approach to the world and to himself is beyond gender. He is against labels and               

firmly believes in the right of everyone to call themselves whatever they like (e.g. “I               

get asked all of the time “are you a guy, are you a girl, are you transgender, are you                   

trying to transition, what are you”? I don’t know how to answer that, like obviously I                
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was born a male, I just feel I’m Jeffree!” (V3)). He performs aspects of both genders,                

having a very androgynous appearance, while engaging in one of the main practices             

that have traditionally been considered as female, makeup. Star breaks all the            

taboos about gender, being an openly gay, non-binary celebrity, accepted and being            

followed by millions of people. At the same time, Trump’s America promotes the             

ideal of toxic, abusive masculinity, “that views women and LGBT people as inferior,             

sees sex as an act not of affection but domination” (Grossman 2016). Star’s             

performance of gender and his radical understanding of people beyond gender is            

becoming set apart exactly because it gives meaning to the way that he, and his               

millions of followers, navigate life in the United States in the era of Trump. His videos                

become sensational forms mediating the pre-Trump America’s sacred value of          

freedom, while also acting as a safe haven for all people who do not feel represented                

by conservative discourses on gender, as they appear in American traditional media            

(with a big emphasis on Fox News). 

 

Besides his appearance and his views, if one follows Star’s discourse, they will             

realise that the way in which he speaks almost mocks the concept of gender and               

makes it appear like a banality. In all of the three videos, he uses a plethora of drag                  

slang (eg. “the tea” (the truth), “no shade” (I do not mean to offend you), “I’m living” (I                  

am enjoying very much), “werk” (an expression of enthusiasm that congratulates a            

great performance of someone) and “sickening” (amazing)), and constantly calls          

everyone “gurl”, no matter their sex. He steadily challenges the established linguistic            

norms by even referring to objects that would normally have a neutral pronoun with a               

female one (e.g. [talking about a bag] “let’s finish her off” (V2), [talking about a               

setting spray] “Let’s give this one more whirl before she goes in the trash” (V1)). 

 

4.5. Rituality 

 

The final element that becomes sacred in Star’s performance is rituality. His videos             

acquire sacred meaning when interpreted as rituals that invoke sacred elements like            
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the ones discussed previously. Star introduces all of his videos by saying “Hello             

everybody, welcome back to my channel! [He waves his star-shaped mirror like a             

magic-wand, and a magic-wand sound plays] Hi, how are you?” and then he states              

the particular topic of the video. His introductions, as well as his conclusions, which              

consist of him saying “see you on the next one” (V2 and V3), or “until next time” (V1),                  

are ritualistic, and it could be argued that what exists between them is ritualistic in               

nature as well. 

 

While all of the three videos that were researched in this thesis showcase             

performances that could be also interpreted as rituals, V1 and V2 clearly showcase             

rites of purification. In V1, Star ritually transforms himself with makeup products by             

brands that he hates (and that, according to the title of the video, hate him back),                

while also confessing to his viewers the truth on why he and these brands have such                

strong feelings against each other. He strongly disapproves of the performance of            

the products on his face, and ends up degrading them, and allegedly throwing them              

in the trash. In this video, makeup brands that have plagiarised concepts of other              

brands, that do not have enough foundation shades, or that generally have not been              

fair and ethical competitors of Star, become the embodiment of evil, which is later              

destroyed, and its catastrophic results are depicted on the horrible makeup face of             

Star. 

 

The same scenario is performed in the second video as well, with Jeffree Star, joined               

by James Charles, ritually burning makeup and beauty products that they did not like              

in 2018. They are not just burning the products because they were bad per se, but                

because the gurus dislike the attitude of the brands that have produced them. They              

openly accuse some of them for homophobia and transphobia. Since, as argued            

above, concepts like ethics, justice, inclusivity and freedom in beauty are becoming            

set apart and inviolable meanings that guide the actions and life of Jeffree Star, he               

and Charles decide to use flamethrowers in order to destroy the chosen products,             

and everything they symbolise for the beauty world. Besides a trick in order to              

achieve the arousal of the viewers’ feeling of awe, burning the products and not just               
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destroying them could also be read as a symbolic reenactment of hell, where the              

ultimate evil is condemned to burn eternally. Towards the end of the video, the              

products are put in a circle which lies in the middle of where the two protagonists                

stand. This choice is reminiscent of black magic rituals. It should be noted that the               

upload date of this video is the 1st of January of 2019, which means that the video is                  

indeed a ritual that aims at helping the gurus and their viewers start the new year in                 

a clean, purified way. 

 

Finally, the third video is a ritual of confession. In the whole video, Star talks about                

his relationship and his past struggles with men. He performs his sacred guru nature              

by giving a sensational monologue on how people have not treated him ethically,             

highlighting the importance of respect and love in relationships, as well as the             

inviolable value that everyone has the right to love and be loved, irrespectively of              

how different they are. 

 

4.6. Discussion  

 

Having analysed all the codes that were used in this research, it is now important to                

place them within the context of the theories that were discussed in chapters one              

and two. 

 

All the areas of Star’s work that were discussed above concern, in one way or               

another, the self. From having a special technical and cultural capital (guru nature),             

to being immersed in a luxurious, bold lifestyle (exclusivity), embracing gender           

fluidity (beyond gender), and embracing the true self (authenticity), the areas of            

discourse that become highlighted are areas which have the discourse of the self in              

their core. Ritual practice then becomes set apart, since it becomes the means             

through which of the above categories of the self are kept from profanation. 
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As it became evident in the first chapter, the shift from representational to             

presentational media has favoured the rise of the importance of individual selves.            

The new media presence of influencers is mainly focused on elevating the self             

through the promotion of goods that will augment the self’s potential to reach its best.               

In the case of this research, the performance of Jeffree Star as a whole is a sacred                 

form which aims at guiding the self to its ultimate best. Star is just the transmitter of a                  

sacred message, but in his performance one can observe several bits and pieces of              

sacred meanings and ideals, which shape and give meaning to what the self is or               

should be for millions of people.  

 

Again, one could ask themself why the researcher has chosen to call these areas of               

Star’s activity “sacred”. As it was discussed in the second chapter, Star (and             

influencers in general), work in an era which is heavily characterised by what has              

been described as spiritual capitalism. Beauty gurus have the purpose of sustaining            

the sacrality of the self, in a precarious neoliberal context, in which the fall of               

institutional religion along with the rough market conditions have left individuals           

feeling unsure and looking for a helping hand. The elements that the researcher             

claimed to become set apart in Star’s discourse are elements which have the             

potential of restoring the self’s hope, by giving meaning and direction. The meanings             

that occur from the performances of Star vary, since some of them promote the              

healing power of relentless consumption, and others promote being fierce in an era             

in which being different, especially when it comes to gender and sexuality, can be              

proven dangerous. However, all of the meanings that occur are considered sacred in             

this thesis, in the sense that they give meaning to the actions of the guru, as well as                  

to the groups of people that they are targeted to. 

 

So, in order to answer the research question of the thesis, there are indeed sacred               

meanings found in the work of Jeffree Star and to that of beauty gurus, or celebrity                

gurus in general. These meanings concern the elevation of the fallen down,            

neoliberal self. Its elevation becomes possible through the guru’s sacred          

performance of their guru nature that wants to guide the person to their full potential.               
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This will of course take place with the guru showing their audience the joys of               

consumption of exclusive goods, but also through showing them the potential that            

the self has to unapologetically present themself the way that they want to in the age                

of presentational media. 

 

In this thesis, therefore, it has been demonstated that the sacred is not a purely good                

category. While most Christian traditions would identify the sacred with piety and            

abstinence from the consumption of goods, reaching the sacred potential that the            

self has is, in the work of beauty gurus, identified with the act of consumption. A very                 

important message that derives from the videos examined is that one can be             

whoever they want to be, as long as they can consume. It would not be, then, a bold                  

statement, to say that, in our era of spiritual capitalism, these videos become             

sensational forms that mediate the sacred performance of a self that has made it,              

showing the world how to make it too, besides the adversities that they will have to                

face in a market-driven world which treats the individual as something disposable.  
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Conclusion 

 

i. What exactly did this thesis try to do? 

 

This thesis tried to effectively answer the question “what sacred dimensions can be             

derived from the performance of a beauty guru in a mediated celebrity culture             

environment?”. The sacred was here not defined as something strictly religious, but            

rather as something which is constructed culturally and socially, in order to give             

meaning to specific groups of people. In order for an answer to be given, the               

researcher conducted empirical research, using the method of digital ethnography.          

The data that were gathered through observing three of the most watched YouTube             

videos of Star were later coded thematically, and an ethnographic content analysis of             

them was conducted. 

 

The ethnographic content analysis firstly showed that Jeffree Star as a beauty guru             

gives a meaningful example on how to understand one’s self and how to navigate              

the world. Influenced by the era of spiritual capitalism that the world is currently              

through, Star performs the vocation of a guru, whose sacred role is to guide his               

followers to finding their ultimate best selves, by showing them how to do it. The best                

self is identified with the wow factor, the element of awe. This is constantly              

showcased in the videos examined, both in the oral and in the visual discourse.              

Jeffree Star therefore becomes a symbol that performs the ultimate, wow, best self,             

and who has the sacred purpose of guiding his community into transcending their             

mundane selves by watching his videos and following his advice on what products to              

consume in order to be more “wow”. His videos therefore act as sensational forms,              

as media that mediate the transcendental element. 
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Jeffree Star embodies the ultimate self for his millions of followers, who loyally follow              

his advice, watch his videos and buy his beauty products. However, besides his guru              

nature and his wow lifestyle, he constantly performs the element of authenticity.            

Seeing millionaire internet influencers like Star perform authenticity is indeed quite of            

an oxymoron, since their life is not everyday or average at all. However, the              

performance of authenticity is an element which is never missing from YouTube            

beauty vlogs, and the reason for that is very simple: authenticity acts as a sacred,               

meaning-making reminder to the viewer that no matter where one is from, they can              

always make it and become “wow”. This can also be seen in the way that Star                

approaches gender and racial issues in a country whose president is Donald Trump,             

with all that this means. Star does not abide by gender norms. He preaches “being               

yourself”, and he also strives for inclusivity in the beauty industry besides colour and              

gender. These themes, which are recurring to his videos, give meaning to his actions              

as a guru, and to the actions of his followers, who are encouraged to be who they                 

are no matter what. Therefore, more sacred meanings are created, which           

complement the concept of authenticity. 

 

It might be absurd to a potential reader of this thesis that, in order to research the                 

concept of the sacred, the author of this thesis chose to focus on beauty vlogging,               

which is a very particular aspect of popular culture, and more specifically on Jeffree              

Star, who is a very controversial Internet persona. However, the intention of the             

author was to highlight the fact that, with the official institutions of the sacred in the                

West having lost their charm in the era of post-secularization, the sacred has moved              

to domains of the everyday, like popular culture, which now functions in ways that              

can be considered as religious. Jeffree Star’s vlogs constitute an exceptional           

paradigm of media that act in a hermeneutical and transcendental way, thus, as             

media that function in ways that religion also does, according to Gordon Lynch             

(Lynch 2005). It therefore becomes evident that popular culture should not be            

undervalued, since, it can showcase what very large groups of people consider to be              

meaningful. In the case of Star, the number of people whom he addresses to              

exceeds the fifteen million mark. 
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ii. Limitations and recommendations for future research 

 

This thesis examined the videos of Jeffree Star as sensational forms. It reviewed             

how specific elements in his performance become highlighted and are intended to            

give particular meaning to the lives of his followers. These elements are becoming             

set apart, in the sense that they act as inviolable values and play a more important                

role in the thematic stream of the videos than other discourses do. This is why they                

are considered sacred. Judging by the fact that more than fifteen million people have              

chosen to subscribe to Star’s channel, this research presupposed that there must be             

indeed something meaningful for them to his videos. This is why the researcher             

chose to only review the performance characteristics of Star in relation to the sacred. 

 

However, since the sacred is in the eye of the beholder, future research should              

definitely focus on examining how viewers see Star, through using audience-focused           

methods. A digital ethnographic fieldwork that would focus on the reception of the             

videos as seen in their comment sections or in YouTube-related fora would therefore             

be recommended, in order for the findings of this particular thesis to be expanded.              

But also, carrying out a focus group where fans of Jeffree Star would participate              

could also reveal a lot on their perception of the sacred in his work, and in popular                 

culture more generally. 
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Appendix 1 

Coding guide 
 

Code 1 Subcodes 

 

Guru nature 

Authority 

When Jeffree Star speaks as a brand owner or speaks about           
other brand owners, when he waves the wand, when he breaks           
the rules of beauty by being very bold 

Leadership 

When he speaks as the leader of the beauty community, as           
someone whose followers know that he is the leader, and know           
lots of information on his life 

 

Quest for exciting products 

He wants beauty products not to be boring, but to have pay off, to              
be “blinding” 

 

Makeup knowledge 

When he offers makeup tips, makeup gossip, as well as his           
overall process of makeup transformation 

Ask and you will receive 

He fulfils the requests of his followers, he asks them what they            
think  

 

Ethical talk 

He talks about inclusivity, justice, about being kind and working          
hard 
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Code 2 Subcodes 

 

The Wow 

Lux lifestyle 

When Jeffree Star shows off his wealth, talks about money and           
uses expensive products 

Drama 

He makes bold and over the top fashion and makeup choices. 

He over-exaggerates, using a varying tone of voice, and lots of           
gestures. He is theatrical, and he has a very ironic sense of            
humour 

 

Code 3 Subcodes  

Beyond 
Gender 

Androgyny 

His appearance is very androgynous, and he also occupies         
himself with makeup, which is, for most people, viewed as a           
female practice 

Drag Slang 

He uses drag slang phrases like “the tea”, “shading”, “gurl” and           
“I’m living” 

Female Pronouns 

He mixes up the use of pronouns. For example, he says “she’s            
cute” while referring to an eyeshadow 

 

Code 4 Subcodes 

Authenticity Inner Truth 

Star confesses his truth to his followers, revealing, this way, his           
true self 

Keeping it Real 
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He speaks out against fakeness, remembering where he came         
from 

Feelings 

He shows his feelings on camera, while also becoming 
vulnerable 

Swearing 

He uses a lot of very explicit words 

 

Code 5 Subcodes 

Rituality Ritual of confession 

Star’s videos work as rituals in which he reveals the true self 

Ritual of purification 

By throwing away or destroying products, he purifies the beauty          
world 

Ritual of transformation 

By putting on makeup, he leads the self to its ultimate potential 
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